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Abstract
Recent developments in 3D media technology have brought to life numerous applica-
tions of interactive entertainment such as 3D cinema, 3DTV and gaming. Due to the
data intensive nature of 3D visual content, Quality of Experience (QoE) has become a
major driving factor to optimise the end-to-end content delivery process. However, to
ensure the QoE, there is a need to develop more robust and accurate objective metrics
for stereoscopic image and video quality assessment. Existing stereoscopic QoE met-
rics tend to lack in accuracy and robustness compared to its 2D counterparts as they
are either extensions of 2D metrics or are based on simple perceptual models. How-
ever, measuring stereoscopic QoE requires more perceptually inspired metrics. This
research introduces full-reference stereoscopic image and video quality metrics based
on a Human Visual System (HVS) model incorporating important physiological find-
ings on binocular vision. Firstly, a novel HVS model extending existing models in the
literature is proposed to include the phenomena of binocular suppression and recurrent
excitation towards stereoscopic image quality assessment. Secondly the research is ex-
tended to the temporal domain using temporal pooling of the HVS model outputs for
individual frames and using a spatio-temporal model in the HVS model towards two
distinct temporally inspired stereoscopic video quality metrics. Finally, motion sensi-
tivity is introduced to the HVS model towards a perception inspired stereoscopic video
quality metric. The proposed QoE metrics are trained, verified and tested using four
publicly available stereoscopic image databases and two stereoscopic video datasets.
They indicate an increase of average correlation index from 0.66 (baseline method) to
0.86 for the stereoscopic images and a maximum increase of average correlation index
from 0.57 (baseline method) to 0.93 for stereoscopic videos. These results demonstrate
the benefits of using a perceptually inspired approach in this research.
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ment, 3D quality of experience, Human Visual System models, motion sensitivity
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation
Due to recent advances in multimedia and communication technology, 3D multimedia
content has become commonplace. 3D visual content has become increasingly popular
among modern users, who demand high quality immersive multimedia content. How-
ever, the uptake and market impact have been limited, mainly due to inadequate user
experience of perceived 3D video content [8]. The quality of stereoscopic 3D video
content is degraded at different stages of the video delivery life cycle, such as during
encoding and transmission. Such quality degradations have an adverse effect on the end
users. This is measured as Quality of Experience (QoE) which is defined as the level of
satisfaction of end users and is a more subjective measure compared to the Quality of
Service (QoS) where the level of service can be directly measured. In order to accurately
quantify the end user satisfaction, development of methods for quantitative estimation
of users' QoE in 3D image and video systems is of paramount importance. This has
led to the requirement of a reliable quality assessment technique, which is capable of
predicting subjective QoE. This quality assessment technique requires to mimic human
perceptual judgement on 3D visual content.The estimation of perceived QoE is vital
for the entire 3D media life cycle: from capturing and processing to transmission and
interaction. Therefore, it is necessary to design the QoE estimation methodology so
that the metric for quality estimation is as generic as possible, closely modelling the
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mechanisms of the ways users perceive the 3D visual content.
The predominant representation of 3D visual content is stereoscopic, where two views,
left and right, are captured and perceived by the observers' left and right eyes respec-
tively. In the stereoscopic 3D representation, disparity between the left and right views
is the main parameter responsible for depth perception, and thus it heavily influences
the end user QoE. The estimation of stereoscopic QoE can be made through subjec-
tive experiments, where human subjects assess the quality of observed 3D image or
video content. However, this approach is expensive, time consuming and impossible to
implement for real-time media applications and services. Therefore, the only feasible
solution is to develop computational algorithms for objective quality estimation.
It is important to understand the process of stereoscopic content delivery to realise
the scope of this research. The first step of this process is data capture during which
geometric distortions can take place. These distortions can be mitigated by an accu-
rate stereoscopic registration process in which vertical disparities are removed. The
encoding stage also introduces artefacts when the video plus depth representation is
considered. In this research left-right view stereoscopic representations are considered
and the artefacts present in stimuli are negligible during the encoding stage. The coding
or processing stage has a significant impact on producing critical artefacts. Blocking
and ringing artefacts are very common and considered in all stereoscopic content in
this research. In terms of the stereoscopic QoE, compression artefacts are very influ-
ential due to the effect of depth perception compared to other sources of artefacts and
hence the scope of this research mainly focuses on them. The transmission stage also
introduces artefacts and these need to be mitigated using error concealment and error
recovery. The final stage of displaying content generally produces artefacts which are
beyond the scope of this thesis. The stereoscopic content delivery process discussed in
this paragraph is shown in Fig. 1.1.
The existing quality assessment metrics used for 2D content have been found inadequate
for stereoscopic quality assessment. Hence establishing a reliable 3D quality assessment
method has become a significant challenge for the multimedia research community.
To date, there is no quality assessment metric available that can meet the requirements
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Capture Processing 
Transmission 
Displaying Inverse processing 
Figure 1.1: 3D content delivery process
posed by the complexity of stereoscopic visual content. Therefore, new quality assess-
ment techniques that extend beyond the existing 2D quality assessment metrics are
needed. Besides, there is no quality assessment metric that is robust enough to predict
the quality of stereoscopic content, which has undergone different kinds of degrada-
tions. Thus modelling the binocular vision process taking place in the Human Visual
System (HVS) is envisaged to pave the way towards developing a robust stereoscopic
visual quality metric.
In this thesis, a number of novel methods for the objective measurement of QoE for
stereoscopic visual content are presented. The proposed approaches are based on mod-
elling the binocular vision of the HVS. Both stereoscopic images and videos from a set
of registered datasets were used to develop full-reference quality metrics for objective
quality estimation.
1.2 Objectives
The overall aim of the PhD research is to develop a computational model of stereoscopic
visual perception based on the HVS characteristics in order to improve the QoE of
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users of 3D stereoscopic visual content. In order to accomplish this goal, the following
technical objectives were identified:
1. To develop a computational model to simulate the HVS behaviour exposed to
stereoscopic image stimuli, in the presence of compression artefacts, with a focus
on model accuracy and computational efficiency.
2. To develop a stereoscopic image quality assessment metric based on the developed
HVS model. The metric needs to be evaluated by correlating the calculated
objective quality results to the subjective test scores.
3. To develop a stereoscopic video quality assessment metric by extending the stereo-
scopic image quality metric to the temporal domain.
4. To further extend the developed stereoscopic video quality assessment metric by
incorporating motion sensitivity of the HVS to the developed HVS model and to
the time domain.
1.3 Research contributions
This research work make five technical contributions organised in three core chapters
of the thesis. The first three contributions have been published while the remaining
contributions are in the process of publishing. The research contributions are as follows:
Chapter 3:
• Design a novel HVS model by incorporating unexplored physiological phenomena
related to binocular vision in existing HVS models. This new model is referred
to as Extended Binocular Energy Model (EBEM) and was published in IEEE
ICASSP May 2014.
• Develop a novel stereoscopic image quality metric using EBEM. This new metric
is referred to as Extended Binocular Energy Quality Metric (EBEQM) and was
published in IEEE 3DTV-CON July 2015.
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Chapter 4:
• Extend the EBEQM to the time domain using a novel temporal pooling method
to develop a stereoscopic video quality metric. This new metric is referred to as
Binocular Energy Video Quality Metric (BEVQM) and was published in IEEE
JSTSP Feb 2017.
• Develop an alternative solution to the time domain extension of EBEQM by appli-
cation of spatio-temporal transformation functions. This new design is referred to
as Spatio-Temporal Binocular Energy Model (STBEM) and used to build a metric
referred to as Spatio-Temporal Binocular Energy Quality Metric (STBEQM).
Chapter 5:
• Develop a motion sensitive model to integrate with the HVS model in the EBEM.
This new HVS model is applied to develop a metric for stereoscopic video quality
assessment. This new metric is referred to as Motion Sensitive Binocular Energy
Quality Metric (MSBEQM) and was submitted to the IEEE TCSVT (currently
under review).
The following publications have been produced as the outcomes of the above mentioned
contributions:
• Perera, G. C. V., De Silva, V., Kondoz, A.M., Dogan, S. “An improved model of
binocular energy calculation for full-reference stereoscopic image quality assess-
ment.” Acoustics, Speech and Signal Processing (ICASSP), 2014 IEEE Interna-
tional Conference on. IEEE, May 2014 [9].
• Galkandage, C., Calic, J., De Silva, V., Dogan, S. “A full-reference stereoscopic
image quality metric based on binocular energy and regression analysis.” 3DTV-
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1.4 Structure of the thesis
This thesis consists of six chapters. The content of each chapter is summarised below.
• Chapter 1 provides the rationale behind the research work while stating the ob-
jectives and contributions.
• Chapter 2 focuses on providing the essential background knowledge on stere-
oscopy and the HVS as well as the related work pertaining to stereoscopic quality
assessment. Important concepts of visual quality assessment and the physiology
of the HVS are discussed. This chapter also presents how the 2D quality metrics
and the HVS modelling based methods have addressed the problem of stereo-
scopic quality assessment. The literature related to stereoscopic video quality
assessment is presented together with techniques used in the time domain.
• Chapter 3 starts by presenting the proposed HVS model built with respect to its
simple and complex cell behaviour. Then the application of the model towards a
stereoscopic image quality metric is elaborated. Later in the chapter, results are
discussed before concluding the chapter.
• Chapter 4 introduces two main approaches in extending the stereoscopic image
quality metric into the time domain. The first approach is a time domain pooling
method and the second method is based on a spatio-temporal analysis. A discus-
sion on these two methods is presented separately in the chapter. Results of both
approaches are also presented separately before the conclusion of the chapter.
• Chapter 5 generalises the HVS model used in Chapter 4 by incorporating motion
information. The chapter starts with a brief summary of physiological information
regarding motion sensitive complex cells. Then a model representing motion sen-
sitivity is proposed and optimised to build a quality assessment metric. Later in
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the chapter, the metric developed in the chapter is compared against the metrics
developed in Chapter 4 in order to demonstrate the importance of the research
contribution. Finally a brief conclusion of the chapter is presented.
• Chapter 6 summarises the research work carried out and the achievements made
by providing concluding remarks. It also discusses the potential research areas in
the field.
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Chapter 2
Background and Related Work
2.1 Introduction
Stereoscopic Content Quality Assessment (SCQA) has been a subject of active research
over the last decade. The extension of conventional visual media to the 3D domain has
introduced new challenges to estimate the quality of visual content. The complexity of
modelling the phenomenon of depth perception by a human observer makes it difficult
to extend existing 2D quality metrics to the purpose of 3D quality assessment. Further,
depth information is not readily present in the typical 3D content representations and,
in addition, its estimation remains a challenging task. Instead, the left and right views
must be analysed along with disparity or depth maps to acquire an indication of the
perceived depth quality. This challenge has prompted a prolific research activity aimed
at addressing the problem of quality assessment in stereoscopic visual media.
There are two types of approaches to address the problem. Treating SCQA as an
extension of 2D content quality assessment is the first type of approach to the problem.
A second type of approach found in the literature consists in simulating the behaviour of
the HVS. This second type of approach requires a clear understanding of the physiology
of stereoscopic perception.
The chapter starts by discussing the relevant background research to facilitate the
understanding of the techniques covered later in the chapter. A section dedicated to
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the motion sensitivity of the HVS is included in the background section. The second
part of the chapter presents a detailed review of the literature related to the problem of
SCQA. Further, the related work section is split into two parts distinguishing between
the SCQA methods based on extensions of 2D image quality metrics and those based
on models of the HVS. A discussion of time domain pooling techniques is also included
under 2D video quality assessment. The chapter ends with a brief summary of the
overall SCQA status in the conclusion section.
2.2 Background
This section provides some background on stereoscopy and its importance in 3D mul-
timedia. It also introduces the physiology of the HVS and how to model it for the
purpose of quality assessment.
2.2.1 3D perception
Stereoscopic content is the predominant representation used in 3D multimedia. How-
ever stereopsis is working for a short range of depth perception as the HVS is limited
with disparity perception for long range. It is also known that human observers perceive
more depth when the disparity increases between left and right views [12].
There are many depth cues of importance in everyday life and most of these cues
are monoscopic. Monocular and binocular cues complement each other in order to
contribute to depth perception in the HVS [13]. The main monoscopic depth cues are
summarised below:
• Image size: The visual angle of objects becomes smaller with distance of objects.
• Linear perspective: This occurs when observing parallel lines which appear to
converge at the horizon due to perspective.
• Texture gradient: Objects with finer texture information are usually interpreted
as being closer.
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• Overlapping: An object that obscures another one is closer to the viewer
• Aerial perspective (relative height): The HVS assumes that objects closer to the
line of horizon are further away and appeared to be faded.
• Shades and shadows: Objects with shadows falling on them are further away
(from the source of light) than the objects casting the shadow.
• Motion parallax: This causes objects in the distance to appear to move more
slowly than objects that are closer.
Binocular cues are dominant cues contributing to depth perception. A few binocular
depth cues are listed below.
• Accommodation: The tension of the muscle that changes the focal length of the
lens of eye acts as a signal for the brain to generate perception of distance to an
object.
• Convergence: The degree of rotation required by two eyes in order to project
images on retina is interpreted as an indicator of the distance of the perceived
objects.
• Binocular parallax: The HVS is very sensitive to the difference between left and
right views (binocular parallax) and is the most important depth cue for medium
viewing distances.
Stereopsis is a dominant cue responsible for depth perception and as such stereoscopic
content has been the predominant format for 3D multimedia content. In the follow-
ing subsection, the physiology of the HVS and its computation models are therefore
discussed.
2.2.2 Human Visual System
The fundamental anatomical architecture of the HVS is shown in Fig. 2.1. There are
several important organs we will consider here for the discussion. A neural tissue at the
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Figure 2.1: Anatomy of the HVS. Diagram is taken from [1]
back of the eye called retina takes the focus of images. It contains two layers holding
the synaptic interconnections between the neurons and three layers of cell bodies. The
images projected onto the retina are inverted, and are exhaustively pre-processed in
the retina before being progressed to other parts of the brain. The visual information
from the ganglion cells of the retina to the brain is carried by visual pathways. The
optical nerve provides a number of layers of neurons including ganglion cells. One set
of these cells responds to fine image details and chromatic information encoding, while
the other responds to form, motion, depth and small differences in light level. An
interconnection between these cells is called a receptive field [14].
The visual cortex of the brain is responsible for processing the visual information ac-
quired through the eyes. The first part of the visual cortex is the primary visual cortex
(V1). V1 is the largest part of the HVS and it receives the signals from the Lateral
Geniculate Nucleus (LGN) located in both hemispheres of the brain. There is a large
variety of cell types in the visual cortex, responding to different kinds of stimuli, e.g.
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Figure 2.2: Receptive fields of the HVS
particular frequencies, colours or direction [15]. The two main types of cells in the
HVS, called simple cells and complex cells, will be used in this research. This idea
is illustrated in Fig.2.2 where the receptive fileds of ganglion cells are connected to
LGB (Lateral Geniculate Body) and the simple cell gets the retinal information from
them[16]. A pair of simple cells are then connected to a complex cell.
A generic model of the HVS contains modules for colour perception, contrast sensitiv-
ity, pattern masking and temporal masking. Luminance masking of colour perception
is considered as the non-linear response to lightness in the HVS [17]. The non-linearity
of the colour perception is modelled by the CIE Lab colour space [18]. Multi-channel
decomposition enables the HVS to operate on multiple channels of spatial frequencies
and orientations based on measurements of receptive fields [19]. The complexity of
adaptation to specific colour or luminance is increased due to dependency of contrast
perception on local image content [20]. A standard contrast sensitivity function is used
to model the sensitivity of the HVS to different spatial frequencies [21]. Achromatic
contrast sensitivity function models are used to model pattern sensitivity, which is as-
sumed to be independent from colour sensitivity [22]. Further, spatio-temporal contrast
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Figure 2.3: Luminance gratings for optimal response of simple cells
sensitivity functions are used to model the dependency on the temporal frequency of
the stimuli [23]. Temporal masking is also considered in video contents and describes
as visibility threshold change due to temporal discontinuity before and after a visual
event [24].
In this research, the cellular structure of the HVS is considered to cover the main
modules of the HVS models.
2.2.2.1 Simple cells
The structure of the simple cell receptive fields has been defined in [25]. The definition
assumes that the role of a simple cell is dictated by the appearance of their receptive
fields. Later, simple cells were identified as linear spatial filters characterised by their
elongated shape composed of two antagonistic regions ON (excited) and OFF (inhib-
ited) inherited from ganglion cells [26]. A simple cell gets the retinal information from
LGB [16] where the two antagonistic regions are connected to. Presence of a disparity
detector in simple cells was found in [27] by observing preferable respond to shifted
bars. This idea can be explained by considering simple cell response to the gratings of
Fig. 2.3. When the size of a white bar is the same than its ON area or the size of black
bar is the same as its OFF area, a simple cell is optimally activated.
Further physiological experiments have showed that simple cells can be modelled using
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linear filters from their impulse response measured on the visual cortex. In [28], De
Angelis et al. have approximated the impulse response using a Gabor wavelet and the
spatial arrangement by a two-dimensional Gabor function with ON and OFF regions
respectively corresponding to peaks and hollows of the function. This finding can be
described as,
ψk(x1, x2) = g(x1, x2)e
−i(x1cosαk+x2sinαk) (2.1)
where x1 and x2 are 2D coordinates of receptive field. The impulse response ψ is directly
related to the Gabor function g. Mathematically two-dimensional Gabor functions
have ON and OFF regions corresponding to peaks and hollows representing the above
mentioned spatial arrangement in simple cells as shown in Fig. 2.4.
The above-mentioned findings have resulted in many sampling functions in the form
of directional wavelets for simple cells which allow an image to be decomposed into
perceptual channels and image elements localised in spatial and frequency domains as
shown in Fig. 2.5. The representation should avoid redundancy for a better compression
efficiency. Vertical, horizontal and diagonal orientations are used in the decomposition
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Figure 2.5: Decomposition of an image into perceptual channels. Left: original image.
Right: spatial frequency bands of the image
at different spatial frequency levels, as depicted in the Fig. 2.5. In this example,
3 orientations and 3 decomposition levels were considered, resulting in a total of 10
perceptual channels: V1, D1 and H1 correspond to the vertical, diagonal and horizontal
orientations respectively at level 1 (similar notation is used for the orientations at levels
2 and 3); L is the low resolution residual. Lower resolutions are further decomposed
to a required level. In turn, this multi-resolution decomposition is used to model the
perceptual channels of the simple cells.
The directional wavelets have been proposed as sampling function and can be divided
into adaptive and non adaptive based on the presence and absence of signal geometry.
A summary of directional wavelets division can be found in Table 2.1.
Returning to the physiology of simple cells, there are two types of information available
in the visual field, namely monocular information and binocular information.
In accordance, binocular and monocular types of cells are present with respective types
of receptive fields. Monocular information from left and right retinas results in oc-
cluded information when each eye sees the world independently. But this monocular
information is not accounted in binocular depth cues discussed previously. Hence the
focus of this thesis will be on binocular simple cells.
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Table 2.1: Directional wavelets
Non Adaptive Description
Curvelets [29] Capture smooth discontinuity curves more efficiently
Contourlets [30] Efficient with smooth regions and smooth boundaries
Complex wavelets [31] Shift invariant, directional selective
Adaptive Description
Wedgelets [32] Efficiently approximate piecewise constant images
Bandelets [33] Optimal approximation for geometrically regular images
Grouplets [34] De-noising is improved by geometric regularity of edges
and textures
The phenomenon of binocular vision is taking place with the existence of binocular
simple cells organised in pairs and having binocular receptive fields. These receptive
fields are characterised by their size, phase and orientation [35]. The phase difference
of each pair is complementary according to [36][37][38]. This is an interesting find-
ing in analytical functions for HVS models. These binocular cells are responsible for
stereoscopic perception.
Several analytical models have been proposed to describe binocular simple cells [39][40].
In these models, the response of a pair of binocular simple cells is often represented
as a complex cell. To model the spatial frequency response based on size, amplitude,
phase and orientation, directional wavelets are required. The aim is to represent a pair
of stereoscopic images using a set of complex functions. In [39], linear pooling of the
binocular responses across orientations and scales (spatial frequency) used to represent
disparity while [40] reveals phase specific binocular interactions.
Any pair of binocular simple cells is connected to a binocular complex cell. This
response of a pair of binocular simple cells can be represented as a complex function
as perpendicular phase difference between simple cell responses can represent real and
imaginary parts of a complex function.
Complex Wavelet Transform (CWT) is the main analytical function required to imple-
ment in understanding simple cells. There were two options named Hilbert transform
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method and Dual-tree method [41] for CWT computations. In the Hilbert transform
method, a floating-point wavelet [42] is used to analyse an image. Only the real part
of the CWT is available directly as coefficients and application of Discrete Wavelet
Transform (DWT) on transformed results would define the imaginary part required for
CWT. In dual-tree method, two different DWTs were used to analyse an image. Two
couples of low-pass and high-pass filters compute the real and imaginary parts of the
CWT respectively.
Information on simple cells and their behaviour is used in this research to build a HVS
model to mimic the binocular vision. Implementation choices of simple cell modelling
will be discussed in section 3.2.1.
2.2.2.2 Complex cells
Moving on to complex cells, the response to form, motion, depth and small differences in
light level is characteristic for them. Generally apart from the size, complex cells do not
share characteristics with simple cells, with the absence of sensitivity to spatial position
and orientation. When there is a motion orthogonal to the stimulus, a high sensitivity
is seen in complex cells. A good illustration of this behaviour is shown in Fig. 2.6. A
light beam of different orientations and its movement in different directions are used to
measure different excitations of simple and complex cells respectively. These different
excitations are illustrated as different levels of spread in vertical lines in Fig. 2.6.
There is no antagonistic representation (ON/OFF) in the receptive fields of complex
cells unlike in the receptive fields of simple cells. This in turn shows the insensitivity
to stimulus position as well as to monocular phase.
There are two types of complex cells named monocular complex cells and binocular
complex cells similar to the case with simple cells. The binocular energy is computed
from the binocular signal of two binocular simple cells (grouped in a quadrature phase)
receiving to a receptive field of a binocular complex cell. This concept is visualised in
Fig. 2.7. There are a number of models proposed in the literature to implement the
behaviour of complex cells. Simple cells used as input of complex cells have a certain
property in all the models such as [2], [36] and [37].
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Figure 2.8: Complex representation of complex cell response
To better understand this behaviour, a specific complex cell model from the literature is
studied thoroughly [3]. The binocular energy is calculated by using two pairs of dyadic
squares (representing simple cells) from the left image and two pairs from the right.
This representation is shown in Fig. 2.8. The monocular amplitude is the magnitude
of the respective complex functions where the monocular phase is the argument of the
respective complex functions.
For simplification, one spatial measure x is considered to replace the x1 and x2 notations
used previously. The binocular energy is the square of the amplitude of the vector sum
of simple cell responses. In this way, the complex cell response can be written as
depicted in Fig. 2.8 in the form
|OE|2 = |OL|2 + |OR|2 + |OL||OR|Cos(LOˆR)) (2.2)
where |OE|2 is the binocular energy while OL and OR represent left and right response
of simple cell pairs. BOˆL is the phase of the left simple cell response while AOˆR is
the phase of the right simple cell response. The phase difference in the left and right
is LOˆR in equation 2.2, and referred to as inter-ocular phase shift. There would be a
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change in amplitude and phase in the case of a disparity change by a minor shift in the
position of a stimulus. In comparison the change in amplitude is considered negligible
to the change in phase. Hence binocular energy is assumed to be a function of disparity
which in turn is a function of inter-ocular phase shift as discussed below.
The relationship depends on the gradient curvature for small changes in disparity.
But there are instances where the inter-ocular phase signal is increasing faster for a
small disparity. Instantaneous spatial frequency is measured as the derivative of the
monocular phase signal and this is required to find the relationship between disparity
and inter-ocular phase shift in such instances [43]. A Taylor series is used to express
phase shift in terms of inter-ocular phase shift in a model in [39]. A maximization of
the binocular energy is possible when there is no disparity as the inter-ocular phase
shift is nil. On the other hand a decrease in the binocular energy is expected when
inter-ocular phase shift increases. In the model developed in [44], orientation is a
vital parameter for binocular energy. On the other hand orientation has shown a high
correlation to disparity [39]. This means a sizeable orientation difference between two
pairs of simple cells is responsible for an increase in the disparity. Further, when phase
shift is equivalent to the product of disparity and instantaneous spatial frequency, the
maximum binocular energy is expected [3].
Following the discussion on disparity relations, finding a complex cell for each simple
cell from the left image and right image that maximizes the binocular energy has
become the objective of complex cell modelling. More importantly for stereoscopic
video perception, it is important to model the sensitivity of complex cells to motion.
2.2.2.3 Motion sensitivity
There are a number of HVS models using motion sensitivity. A motion model using
a simple spatio-temporal concept about motion is discussed in [43]. Motion detection
is formulated in terms of detecting orientation in a three-dimensional space defined
by x, y, and t; the orientation exists in space-time rather than just in space. Motion
in particular is filtered using appropriately oriented impulse response filters chosen as
quadrature pairs sensitive to the motion direction. The combination of the outputs of
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two linear filters has a phase-independent-motion energy response.
If their responses are squared and summed, the resulting signal gives a phase-independent
measure of local motion energy within a given spatial-frequency band. The system built
on these filters has motion-detecting properties by giving a motion response that is lo-
calized in space, time, and spatial frequency. Continuous motion, apparent motion, and
motion illusions (fluted square wave and reverse phi) are basic phenomena perceived
in this model. Spatio-temporal orientation can be considered to be a local property of
spatio-temporal stimuli, and it can be extracted with the same kind of simple mecha-
nisms that are used for extracting spatial orientation. The model makes sense of some
basic phenomena in low-level motion perception while the spatio-temporal energy ap-
proach provides conceptual tools that may be useful in analysing a variety of problems
in motion perception. The overview of this architecture is given in Fig. 2.9 where
spatial (s) and time (t) axis produces a spatio temporal response and its energy is
calculated for left and right views before the sum of both energy are defined as motion
energy.
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A two-stage physiological model for local image velocity representation in the Middle
Temporal (MT) visual area is presented in [45] as shown in Fig. 2.10. Each neuron of
MT computes a weighted sum of its inputs followed by half-wave rectification, squaring,
and response normalization. Despite its simplicity, the model is able to account for
much of the physiology of MT neurons. However the population of model neurons is
unrealistically homogeneous unlike real neurons which are quite irregular in comparison.
Further, there is a lack of realistic temporal dynamics as the model corresponds to
steady-state firing rates. This model is required to compute an estimated velocity from
the responses of the MT population for the perception of speed and direction of plaid
patterns. An illustration of this model is given in Fig. 2.10 where α represents a
modulation parameter which is directly applied on neuron inputs while α2 is used to
modulate the remaining energy inputs.
Physiological mechanisms have been used to derive a unified model of motion and
stereo vision in [46], which is capable of explaining phenomena regarding motion-stereo
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interaction. In one such phenomenon, when a moving target is viewed with a neutral-
density filter over one eye, it appears displaced in depth. This phenomenon is called
Pulfrich’s pendulum, where when the target is oscillating like a pendulum, it appears
to move in an elliptical path. A demonstration on how computational modelling can
help bridge the gap between physiology and perception has suggested the importance of
constructing computational theories of vision based on neurophysiology. The integrated
model developed in [46] is not completely physiologically realistic. The Pulfrich effect
is shown in Fig. 2.11. A deviation in the perceived path compared to the actual path
of a moving object is observed during this effect.
The functional architecture of human visual motion perception is presented in [47],
using four types of moving stimuli. Luminance modulation, texture-contrast modula-
tion, depth modulation, and motion modulation were used in that work. There were
seven experiments related to the four types of stimuli to determine a functional control
chart. A first-order luminance system and a second-order texture-contrast system use
independent motion-energy detector, operate in parallel, and combine their outputs at
an early stage. A third-order (feature-tracking) system receives inputs (features) from
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Figure 2.12: Functional architecture of the visual motion system
texture grabbers and from the lower-order motion systems. The strength of feature
inputs to the third-order motion system is subject to top-down control–attention to
particular features, and influences features’ strengths and thereby the perceived direc-
tion of motion. The complexity is a major concern in this architecture as shown in
Fig. 2.12. The left of the figure represents the fast monocular systems whereas the
right represents the binocular feature tracking system. Motion energy detectors are
represented using triangles while diamonds represent a texture grabber (a spatial filter
followed by full-wave rectification).
The background on HVS modelling is very important in the field of stereoscopic quality
assessment. This information is often referred to when explaining related work and
proposed work in this thesis.
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2.3 Related Work
As for 2D content, the quality of 3D content is assessed based on quality metrics. Hence,
this chapter provides on overview of the main SCQA metrics that have been proposed
and their background. SCQA metrics can be classified into two main categories de-
pending on whether they are extensions of 2D content quality metrics, or whether they
are based on simulating the behaviour of the HVS.
Subjective scores are objectively predicted using QoE metrics. There are two types of
subjective scores named Mean Opinion Score (MOS) and Differential Mean Opinion
Score (DMOS) based on the type of subjective experiments. Generally, a quality metric
can be used to predict one of these subjective scores.
2.3.1 Stereoscopic content quality metrics based on extensions of 2D
content quality metrics
An intuitive approach to assess the quality of stereoscopic content is to apply 2D quality
metrics to the left and right stereoscopic images. This effectively considers binocular
vision as two distinct streams of images defined by each eye. Hence a survey of 2D
content quality metrics is presented first before discussing how these are extended to
stereoscopic content.
2.3.1.1 2D image quality metrics
There are three different ways to assess image quality based on the level of use of the
original image which has not been degraded by any artefact (reference image):
• Full-Reference image quality assessment: This compares the stimulus image with
the reference image directly to find the quality of the stimulus image.
• Reduced Reference image quality assessment: Partial information from the refer-
ence image is used to find the quality of the stimulus image.
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• No Reference image quality assessment: No comparison is required against any
reference image to assess the quality of the stimulus image; this generally lacks
in accuracy and robustness compared to the other approaches.
Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) is a commonly used measure of image quality
in engineering work. PSNR can be described in terms of Mean Squared Error (MSE),
which calculates the error in each pixel of an image with respect to a reference image. As
the MSE depends strongly on the image intensity scaling, it has to be normalised with
the maximum possible value of luminance, and the ratio is presented in a logarithmic
scale. Hence the formula for PSNR is defined as
PSNR = 20log10
(
MAXf
MSE
)
(2.3)
where MSE refers to the mean squared error and MAXf is the highest value of any
pixel (eg. 255 for an 8 bit representation).
Due to the low computation complexity of PSNR, it is often considered as the standard
for measuring image quality. However PSNR does not take the structure or geometry
of the images into account. All the regions of an image are considered equal.
Moving from an error-based method, Structural Similarity Index [48] focuses on the
more meaningful notion of structural information which describes objects of visual
attention. An image can be considered as a 2D signal where its resolution decides the
size of the signal. In the x and y plane of 2D signals, structural similarity index (SSIM)
can be expressed as
SSIM =
(2µxµy + c1)(2σxy + c2)
(µ2x + µ
2
y + c1)(σ
2
x + σ
2
y + c2)
(2.4)
where µx, µy denote the mean, σx, σy denote variance, and σxy denotes the covariance
of the reference and the stimulus signals were used to calculate the SSIM which falls
between 0 and 1. In the remainder of this section a description of other image quality
metrics is given.
Picture Quality Scale (PQS) [49] is calculated based on known image impairments
due to coding, and by weighting their quantitative perceptual importance. The PQS
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approach is composed of a linear combination of three essential factors of distortion:
the amount of error, the location of error, and the structure of error. A piecewise linear
model or two separate measures for low-to-medium-quality images and for medium-to
high quality is used in PQS.
Noise Quality Metric (NQM) [50] is based on the variation in contrast sensitivity with
distance, image dimensions, spatial frequency, variations in the local luminance mean,
contrast interaction between spatial frequencies, and contrast masking effects. This
metric shows low computational complexities at the cost of sensitivity to orientation.
In Just Noticeable Difference (JND) metric, a JND map is created by calculating lumi-
nance contrast at each pixel as a function of pixel location. Subsequently, it is necessary
to apply the Contrast Sensitivity Function (CSF) normalization to convert the contrast
into the JND metric. The final JND value is obtained by Spatial masking based on
spatial tuning.
Multi-scale SSIM (MSSIM) [48] iteratively applies a low-pass filter and down samples
the filtered image by a factor of 2. The overall SSIM evaluation is obtained by combining
the measurements at different scales as follows,
MSSIM = |lM (x, y)|αM +
M∏
j=1
|cj(x, y)|βj |sj(x, y)|γj (2.5)
where |lM (x, y)| is the luminance comparison at scale M with exponentials αM , βj
and γj . These exponentials are used to adjust the relative importance of the contrast
comparison (cj(x, y)) and the structural comparison (sj(x, y)) in an iterative manner.
An image synthesis approach is used to calibrate the parameters that define the relative
importance between scales and showed improvements over single-scale method despite
the method being crude.
The relationship between image information and visual quality is presented in the
Visual Information Fidelity (VIF) [51] criterion for full-reference image quality assess-
ment. This metric is derived from a statistical model for natural scenes, a model for
image distortions, and a HVS model in an information-theoretic setting. The depen-
dency on assumptions about the source model, distortion model and HVS models draws
implementation limits such as the number of images to be evaluated in one session.
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2.3.1.2 2D video quality metrics
Generally video quality assessment has been achieved by applying an image quality
metric to each frame and then by finding the temporal mean of the scores obtained
over an entire video sequence. A number of image quality metrics have been extended
to video assessment in the literature. The General Model in Video Quality Metric
(VQM) contains seven independent parameters. Four parameters are based on features
extracted from spatial gradients of luminance, two parameters are based on features ex-
tracted from two chrominance components, and one parameter is based on the product
of features that measure contrast and motion, extracted from the luminance compo-
nent. Temporal mean has been utilised in pooling frames in this metric. However more
sophisticated ways of pooling the temporal information may be considered.
Research has been conducted to investigate the impact of temporal pooling and spatio-
temporal quality interaction on the prediction accuracy of video quality metrics [52].
The following pooling strategies were introduced in that research with implementation
details:
a) Mean: This is the most widely used pooling strategy. This calculates a temporal
average of the quality scores Y (t) at each frame t where f is the number of frames in
the sequence.
Ymean =
1
f
f∑
t=1
Y (t) (2.6)
b) Median: Assuming that all frames have been sorted in decreasing order of scores,
i.e. Y (t) ≥ Y (t+ 1) for any frame t in a sequence of length f , the median is defined as,
Ymedian =

Y (m)+Y (m+1)
2 , iff = 2m
Y (m+ 1), iff = 2m+ 1
(2.7)
c) Minkowski : Minkowski summation for a given parameter β calculates a pooled
quality metric as:
YMinkowski =
β
√√√√ 1
f
f∑
t=1
[Y (t)]β, (2.8)
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where f is the number of frames in a given video sequence considered with Y (t) repre-
sents quality score of the tth frame. The mean is a special case of Minkowski summation
with β = 1. In [52], the authors identified β = 0.5 as the optimum value for video qual-
ity assessment.
d) Percentile: This approach uses the bottom k percentage of frames ranked in terms
of their quality score. The 10th percentile is suggested as the optimum value for video
quality assessment. Assuming that all frames have been ranked in decreasing order of
scores, i.e. Y (t) ≥ Y (t+ 1) for any frame t in a sequence of length f and nk frames are
in the bottom k percentage of frames, the kth percentile is defined as,
Ypercentile =
1
nk
nk∑
t=1
Y (t) (2.9)
e) Gaussian weighting : This approach applies Gaussian weighting to the frame quality
scores ranked with index t, with the frames of poorer quality getting higher weights
prior to summation on a sequence of f frames all together. These weights wt are
distributed in a Gaussian curve as,
wt =
1√
2piσ
e
−(m−µ)2
2σ2 (2.10)
where µ = 0, σ = 0.1 and m = 1.5 tf .
In the following section, we review how 2D quality metrics have been used for the
purpose of stereoscopic quality assessment.
2.3.1.3 Stereoscopic image and video quality metrics
There have been numerous attempts to address the assessment of the perceived quality
of stereoscopic visual content using existing 2D content quality metrics and separately
analysing left and right views of stereoscopic content.
In a recent study [53], the use of established 2D content quality metrics such as PSNR,
SSIM, JND, PQS, VIF, NQM, DCTune [54], Fuzzy S7 [55], BSDM [56] and IFC [57]
was extended to measure stereoscopic content. The performance of the aforementioned
metrics applied to 2D and 3D images under blur, noise and compression impairments
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were evaluated. The pairs of impaired stereoscopic images were used as separate input
for 2D image quality metrics and the final score for a stereo-pair is the average of right
and left scores. The observed reduction in performance level was attributed to the fact
that stereoscopic perception is not only affected by image content, but also by other
attributes of stereopsis such as disparity.
Combining disparity or depth maps has been considered in the same experiment in
three different ways. The quality between the original and impaired disparity maps
were computed using 2D image quality metrics as the first step. Secondly those results
were integrated with the previous quality results of stereo pairs. This approach is
combined with a pooling method to identify contributions from both disparity maps
and stereo pairs as well as their mutual contributions. Alternatively quality maps
averaging was used instead of pixel-wise operations as a separate step. The SSIM
metric showed the best results, yet performance remained significantly inferior to that
of conventional 2D image quality metrics.
The inclusion of disparity maps with 2D metrics was also considered in [58] and [59].
Blur, JPEG and JPEG2000 impairments were applied symmetrically to left and right
images in [58] to derive a measure of 3D perception. They concluded that the 3D
content of a disparity map could not be interpreted by 2D metrics based on a fidelity
score combining disparity map score and average stereoscopic score.
In [59], the authors performed subjective experiments using the same objects at differ-
ent depths subject to different compression rates to confirm the ineffectiveness of using
depth maps in metrics. No correlation between the depth of an object and its perceived
quality was found. In comparison, a high correlation was found between the compres-
sion bit rates of the same object and its perceived quality. However, the experimental
set-up and definition of depth could be vital in this experimental decision.
Further experiments in [60] confirmed the limitations of the usage of 2D image quality
metrics for stereoscopic quality assessment. Depth information was incorporated in
different ways without directly taking into account the special characteristics of 3D
perception such as spatial masking affected by suppression.
Contrasting with methods based on 2D image quality metrics, several assessment meth-
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ods have focused on formulating the problem in the 3D domain. These approaches do
not rely on left-right stereo pairs. Instead they base their analysis on disparity maps
and depth maps to derive new metrics.
For instance, in [61] the authors evaluated the application of video structural similarity
index (VSSIM) [62] and PSNR to colour+depth sequences. Synthesized views of com-
pressed colour and depth sequences were objectively tested with image quality metrics.
Synthesized virtual views were rendered by shifting the objects in the colour image to
those positions where they would be seen when looking from a virtual camera that is
parallel to the real one. Because the new positions are calculated from the depth map,
the virtual view synthesis fuses together the information from both the depth and the
colour sequences. The relative importance of colour distortions over depth distortions
were suggested through a subjective experiment. The authors concluded the need to
devise quality metrics specific to stereoscopic content.
A reduced-reference quality metric was proposed for 3D depth map transmission in
[63]. In this work, the application of PSNR to the binarised contours of depth maps was
considered. With higher bit rates this metric resulted in no improvement in performance
over PSNR applied to left and right views [63]. Hence depth map alone has a minimum
impact in stereoscopic quality assessment.
Using SSIM [64], a good correlation to human perception was obtained only when the
depth maps were computed using lightly impaired stereoscopic images. In this work,
the depth map is weighted based on the SSIM map of a stereo pair and averaged for
the left and right images to get a metric score. However the correlation was found to
degrade as the significance of the impairment increases.
A full-reference image metric using a product of two quality scores calculated using
SSIM based on disparity map and the extracted cyclopean view is presented in [15].
These quality scores were named monoscopic quality (the amount of binocular cues
preserved in images) and stereoscopic quality (disparity map comparison). Metric re-
sults were correlated to human judgement despite the verification performed using a
small scale subjective experiment without including colour perception.
A no-reference stereoscopic image quality metric for asymmetric JPEG compression was
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proposed in [65]. The metric was derived from compression of block pairs separately for
flat and active blocks based on contours. Pixel-wise difference in a block, and vertical
and horizontal zero crossings were used to compute the blockiness. The disparity map
was constructed by different blocks. The metric score was contributed by both disparity
map and blockiness level. This metric proved less accurate to use in any application.
A new model for contrast and luminance sensitivity of high spatial frequency regions
is proposed in [66] based on Stereo Band Limited Contrast (SBLC). The quality vari-
ation of the stereoscopic images with compression was observed through a derived
stereoscopic image quality metric. The threshold used in SBLC is specifically tuned to
the visual content, leading to a lack of robustness.
The effects of coding artefacts at different depth levels were presented by synthesizing
stereo pairs at different depth levels based on camera distance and the focal information
in [67]. An algorithm described in [68] was used to recognise pixels of each depth
level. MSSIM was used to measure the quantization noise of depth levels as a depth
dependent image quality metric. Image rendering for a large number of depth layers
causes limitation in speed and lack of sensitivity to small scale artefacts without layer
dependent normalization.
In another video quality metric in [32], chromatic transition and depth fluctuations
were combined to predict the subjective scores. Depth range, vertical misalignment and
temporal consistency were integrated for depth map quality measure. The coefficients
weighting the contribution of the different terms, used in integration are calculated by
regression which maximizes the correlation between objective and subjective quality.
However depth fusion does not consider contrast, size or focus of the object.
Very recently, several attempts were made to measure the impact of compression arte-
facts on the perceptual quality of compressed stereoscopic video. One such attempt
was the Compressed Video Stereoscopic Quality (CVSQ) metric, which considers blur,
blocking artefacts and inter-view similarity in quality scores [69]. The CVSQ metric re-
lies on a disparity estimation technique and has been found not to be accurate enough
due to the fact that the used features are not linearly correlated with variations in
subjective perception [70].
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Assessing the quality of 3D content using 2D image metrics remains difficult despite
numerous attempts. It is evident that 3D perception has properties that 2D metrics
cannot capture. As a result, some research focused on quality assessment of both 3D
graphic objects [71–73] and stereoscopic images [74].
Several views of natural 3D objects were captured and used to generate associated
depth maps in [72]. Feature extraction of the object was done in the Fourier domain by
the quality metric proposed in [72]. A linear combination of extracted features is used
to obtain the metric score. However the proposed quality metric has not been used in
computer vision applications.
JND was used for mesh refinement while extracting geometric information for 3D ob-
jects in a quality metric proposed in [73]. The perceptual impact of changing mesh
detail was evaluated using the proposed metric despite the number of 3D objects being
limited in this experiment.
Overall, image and video quality metrics have limited ability to predict the quality
of stereoscopic content despite significant efforts to incorporate 3D information such
as disparity and depth. Consequently they tend to lack in accuracy and robustness
required for stereoscopic image and video quality assessment.
The field of stereoscopic image and video quality assessment is relatively new and
further research is required in order to achieve a similar level of development as for 2D
image and video quality assessment. Human 3D perception has to be explored deeply
in order to understand and exploit phenomena like the binocular rivalry or binocular
compensation for quality prediction. There were some encoders/decoders proposed to
exploit such phenomena in literature [75–77].
The effects of artefacts on human perception of depth are complicated as they can
smooth or reduce the depth in one case and create erroneous depth in another case.
In addition, if a transmission distortion in one view is perceived differently from the
distortion in the other view, more problems would occur than if both views were simi-
larly impaired [78]. Further, visual fatigue develops quite easily with a temporal mis-
alignment between the left and right views [79]. Inter-view correlation and temporal
correlation of stereoscopic videos required error concealment to mitigate transmission
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artefacts [80]. Subjective experiments were used to understand these effects so far.
This is a promising avenue in terms of quality assessment which will be discussed in
the following section.
2.3.2 Stereoscopic image and video quality metrics based on HVS
models
There have been many computational studies of stereo vision in the past, though until
recently, most studies have treated depth/disparity computation mainly as an exten-
sion to monocular computations without paying close attention to binocular physiology.
Those studies often come up with quality metrics that have little to do with the mech-
anisms used by the brain or the HVS described in the early part of the chapter. There
have been few attempts to address the estimation of the perceived quality of visual
information by modelling the HVS.
Recently, quality assessment algorithms exploiting the HVS model have started to
emerge. In [4], the authors have proposed a perceptual full-reference image quality as-
sessment metric for stereoscopic content by considering binocular visual characteristics.
The approach checks the left-right consistency and compares matching errors between
corresponding pixels based on binocular disparity calculation, followed by classifica-
tion of the stereoscopic images into non-corresponding, binocular fusion, and binocular
suppression regions. Quality assessment also considered the local phase and local am-
plitude maps of the original and distorted stereoscopic images as features. An overall
score is obtained by integrating the binocular perception results of independently eval-
uated regions. The visual sensitivity for the binocular fusion and suppression regions
is modelled using the Binocular Just Noticeable Difference (BJND) model. This met-
ric reveals the fact that phase similarity is a better indicator of quality score difference
than amplitude similarity. However BJND used in the metric is dependent on the back-
ground luminance, edge height and noise amplitude. The architecture of this metric is
shown in Fig. 2.13.
A comprehensive set of subjective experiments was performed with stereoscopic video
sequences in [70]. Sequences were encoded using both H.264/Advanced Video Coding
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Figure 2.13: Architecture of [4]
(AVC) [81] and High Efficiency Video Coding (HEVC) [82] video codecs. Results of the
subjective experiments with symmetrically and asymmetrically encoded stereoscopic
videos were analysed using statistical techniques to identify subjective scoring pat-
terns. The perception difference between symmetric and asymmetric coding is mostly
evident when one view of the stereo pair is encoded with a very high quantization step
size (QP>37). When both views are encoded at a low quantization step size (QP<27),
subjects do not perceive a significant quality difference between symmetric and asym-
metric coding and they cannot distinguish between different levels of quantization. As
a result, a video quality metric referred to as Stereoscopic Structural Distortion (StSD)
was developed. This metric reveals a great impact of interocular blur suppression and
binocular rivalry on the perceived 3D quality. Weber’s law is used for blocks of frames
to measure structural distortion whereas Sobel filter is used in measurements of asym-
metric blur. Content complexity (CS) is computed using Spacial Index (SI), Temporal
Index (TI) and disparity complexities (DSI, DTI) based on the uncompressed left view.
However, the metric does not consider ringing artefacts commonly present in wavelet
based video codecs. The architecture of this metric is shown in Fig. 2.14.
The relationship between the perceptual quality of stereoscopic images and visual infor-
mation was explored in a model of binocular quality perception proposed in [5]. Based
on this model, a no-reference image quality metric for stereoscopic content was intro-
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duced. The proposed metric modelled the binocular quality perception of the HVS
for blurring and blocking artefacts. Perceptual blurriness and blockiness maps were
constructed using wavelet coefficients. Then, the scores of blurriness and blockiness
for both left and right images were computed with visual saliency maps. The over-
all quality index considers the amount of local blur level, blockiness level and visual
saliency information. In this metric, distortions are divided as information-additive and
information-loss types. It also reveals that the amount of high frequency required to in-
crease the perceived sharpness is relatively proportional to the spatial activity/inherent
sharpness. Blockiness is measured as the marginal distribution of local wavelet coeffi-
cients. In this metric, a Graph Based Visual Saliency (GBVS) model is employed to
brighter regions with more salient features. However, this metric was found to have a
limited accuracy. The architecture of this metric is shown in Fig. 2.15.
The prediction of picture quality according to human perception was investigated in
[83] which conducted a systematic, comprehensive and up-to-date review of Perceptual
Visual Quality Metrics (PVQMs). In this work, signal decomposition, just-noticeable
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distortion, visual attention, and artefact detection were found to be aspects frequently
exploited in computational modules. But, the work also highlights the need for a
better understanding of the HVS mechanisms regarding temporal modelling for video,
chrominance evaluation, and joint multimedia modelling. This review points out two
major types of PVQMs namely vision-based model and signal-driven. In the former
type, the HVS is regarded as a single spatial filter characterized by a contrast sensitivity
function. The latter is less sophisticated without a comprehensive HVS model.
Based on the binocular fusion process characterising 3D human perception, a full-
reference quality metric for stereoscopic images was proposed in [3]. This introduced
the Binocular Energy Quality Metric (BEQM) which models the binocular signals gen-
erated by simple and complex cells. The proposed BEQM is formulated as the difference
of binocular energy between the original pair and the impaired pairs. Dominant eye no-
tion plays an important role in interpreting differences in binocular energy for different
artefacts in this metric. Binocular fusion features simple cell outputs of a simple cell of
the dominant eye and a correspondent simple cell from the other eye that maximizes
the binocular energy. The impact of salt and pepper noise has inverse effects to the
behaviour of JPEG and JPEG2000 artefacts for binocular energy differences. However,
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the ability of the binocular energy to predict human perception remains poor due to
the simplicity of the complex cell model. A system diagram of BEQM is shown in Fig.
2.16. This thesis will build on BEM due to its perceptual inspiration among other HVS
models.
Despite the above-mentioned efforts to incorporate a model of the HVS, there is still
no perceptual 3D image/video quality metric capable of matching the performance of
2D image/video quality metrics. In addition, human 3D perception has to be further
explored to better understand and exploit the phenomena pertaining to binocular vision
which are relevant to predict perceived visual quality.
2.4 Conclusion
The field of SCQA is open for further research activities to increase the reliability of 3D
quality metrics to a level comparable to the reliability of 2D quality metrics. There are
a number of challenges in SCQA research that need to be addressed. The complexity
of handling the extra depth dimension has been addressed in a number of ways in the
literature.
Initial attempts were focused on applying 2D quality metrics to the left and right
views of stereoscopic content. However, these approaches have proved unable to reach
a sufficient level of accuracy. Understanding the HVS and its binocular vision has
opened up new avenues to find a solution to 3D quality assessment. Modelling the
HVS has been evolving with accurate analytical functions which inspired a few metrics.
However the accuracy of such metrics remains insufficient to make any widely accepted
metric. The HVS must be modelled in a more efficient way to exploit perceptual factors
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affecting subjective scores. Hence further improvements in HVS modelling are required
to devise more accurate and robust stereoscopic content quality metrics.
Chapter 3
Stereoscopic Image Quality
Assessment
3.1 Introduction
Stereoscopic image quality assessment can be thought as an initial step towards solv-
ing the more complex problem of stereoscopic video quality assessment. This chap-
ter presents the thesis contributions specific to stereoscopic image quality assessment.
Hence a brief overview of the principles underpinning stereoscopy is outlined here to
facilitate the introduction of the proposed approach.
The predominant representation of 3D visual content is stereoscopic, where two views,
left and right, are captured and perceived by left and right eyes of the observer. When
perceiving stereoscopic images, the binocular visual system combines the left and right
eye views to perceive depth and produces a single view known as the cyclopean view
[84]. Human 3D perception is primarily dominated by binocular vision with depth cues
playing a fundamental role.
In stereoscopic 3D representation, the disparity between the left and right view is the
main parameter of depth perception, and thus heavily influences the end user quality
of experience.
The subjective quality of stereoscopic images is mainly influenced by the artefacts
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occurring in stimuli. However, the nature and severity of these artefacts have different
effects in terms of how they distort the depth information. For example, compression of
stereoscopic content typically introduces blocking and ringing artefacts both resulting
in erroneous depth. Generally blocking increases the depth discretely whereas ringing
tends to reduce the depth.
Stereoscopic image quality assessment under compression artefacts is therefore impor-
tant due to the broad range of distortions that result from compression as well as the
fact that compression is a dominant source of artefacts in multimedia content delivery.
Recalling some physiology of the HVS, simple cells and complex cells are the main cell
types of the primary visual cortex related to binocular vision. Hence several physio-
logical models have been built to mimic properties of both simple and complex cells
[36][37][38]. Computer vision applications hardly use these models due to limited flexi-
bility for analysis. Hence developing an analytical representation of the binocular signal
is an important step towards building accurate and flexible models that can be used to
estimate the perceptual quality of stereoscopic images.
This chapter presents the proposed model and the resulting stereoscopic image qual-
ity metric. The chapter starts with a proposed HVS model built with respect to its
simple and complex cell behaviour. Then the application of the proposed model to
find a stereoscopic image quality metric is revealed. Experimental results on a range of
stereoscopic image data sets are presented and discussed in the following section before
concluding the chapter.
3.2 Extended Binocular Energy Model (EBEM)
Recently, a very promising research direction has been the use of a model of human
perception to devise more reliable measures of perceived quality. An HVS model is
required to interpret perception in a mathematical way. Hence a summary on HVS
modelling is provided here.
The HVS primarily processes visual information in the primary visual cortex (V1).
There are mainly two types of cells responsible for binocular vision namely simple cells
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and complex cells. Simple cells primarily respond to spatial frequency, orientation and
phase. Physiological experiments have showed that simple cells can be modelled using
linear filters from their impulse response measured on the visual cortex. This impulse
response has been modelled using a Gabor wavelet [3]. Directional wavelets have been
used to sample the simple cells behaviour. Firstly, the multi-resolution characteristic
of directional wavelets allows image decomposition into perceptual channels similarly
to the HVS from the low frequencies to high frequencies. Secondly, the spatial location
is described as the image element localisation in the spatial and frequency spaces.
This multi-channel decomposition enables the HVS to operate on multiple channels
of different spatial frequencies and orientations. A pair of simple cells organised in
quadrature phase is connected to a complex cell. These complex cells are responsible
for the binocular signal generation which is used to compute the binocular energy in
the proposed HVS model.
Before introducing the proposed Extended Binocular Energy Model (EBEM), a dis-
cussion of the Binocular Energy Model (BEM) proposed in [85] is given. Based on
the properties of simple cells and complex cells, binocular fusion of the retinal images
were modelled in BEM. This model showed a close behaviour to human physiology by
producing more energy in binocular cells representing objects at higher depths.
Similar to [85], the proposed EBEM is based on modelling the behaviour of simple cells.
The main contribution of the proposed approach is the introduction of a more accurate
model of complex cells. For the first time, this new model incorporates binocular sup-
pression and recurrent excitation, two important behaviours which were not considered
in the previous BEM. Hence the simple cell model of BEM and complex cell model of
EBEM are presented here.
3.2.1 Simple cell model
A CWT is used to model the spatial frequency response of the simple cells for both
luminance and chrominance components. A dual-tree method [41] is used to analyse
the image using two different DWTs [42]. The real and imaginary parts of the CWT
are computed by applying a pair of filters, each composed of a low-pass and a high pass
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filter with the first couple computing the real parts of the CWT and the second couple
computing the imaginary parts.
The dual-tree complex wavelet transform is a relatively recent enhancement to the
discrete wavelet transform, with important additional properties: it is nearly shift in-
variant and directionally selective in two and higher dimensions. The multidimensional
dual-tree CWT is non-separable but is based on a computationally efficient, separable
filter bank.
A pre-processing step is used to convert the chrominance channels in a stereoscopic
image into the CIE (Commission Internationale d’Eclairage)L*a*b* [18] colour space
which simulates human colour perception. This colour space uses a single channel
of luminance L* and two mutually orthogonal channels of chrominance a* and b*.
An example of this HVS related colour space is shown in Fig. 3.1. After the colour
conversion step, luminance and chrominance channels are treated differently in the
BEM simple cell model.
In order to represent stereoscopic images using a set of complex functions, real and
imaginary parts of the response to luminance are separated using the CWT on the
luminance component, whereas the chrominance response is computed using two DWTs
as they are mutually orthogonal being real and imaginary parts of a complex function.
Other representations such as the wavelet packet decompositions on the CWT have
been proposed to increase the granularity of the directional representation [86, 87]. A
dual-tree method is employed here to compute the CWT using two different DWTs to
analyse the image. Two couples of low-pass and high-pass filters compute the real and
imaginary parts of the CWT respectively. However, approaches purely based on the
CWT have been found not to optimally characterise images containing some geometric
regularity [34].
To better characterise simple cells, orthogonal bandelet bases need to be applied to the
wavelet coefficients thus improving the sensitivity to the image geometry. The bandelet
transform is used as it is able to adequately model this simple cells behaviour [34] by
decomposing the image along multi-scale vectors that are elongated in the direction of a
geometric flow. This geometric flow indicates directions in which the image grey levels
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Figure 3.1: Colour transform from RGB to L*a*b*
have regular variations. The image decomposition in a bandelet basis is implemented
with a fast sub band filtering algorithm. Bandelet bases lead to optimal approxima-
tion rates for geometrically regular images. The bandelet construction preserves the
hierarchical structure of the wavelet coefficients and utilises it to enhance any existing
regularity among these coefficients and provide a more accurate image approximation.
In the implementation, the set of sub-bands obtained using the analysis are organised
in a quad tree of variable size following the image geometry and an orientation is com-
puted and assigned to each block as a dyadic square depending on the coefficients. This
dyadic square is characterised by its size, amplitude and orientation as a simple cell
[88]. The application of the bandelet transform (BT) on the CWT coefficients can be
illustrated as in Fig. 3.2. The impact of bandelisation is seen clearly in this figure
in the right side of the image. The additional coefficients introduced by the BT are
located in areas where some geometric regularity is seen in Fig. 3.2 (b).
The BEM representation of stereoscopic image pairs using a set of complex functions
of pixel p of the image is shown in Equation 3.1 and in Equation 3.2 for left and right
images respectively. In these equations, ρ represents the amplitude of the complex func-
tion whereas φ represents the phase of the complex function. With this representation,
real and imaginary parts of the complex function are calculated separately.
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(a) (b) (c) 
Figure 3.2: Bandelization of wavelet coefficients (a) input image (b) wavelet decompo-
sition (c) Application of bandelet transform (major changes are encircled)
Cl(p) = ρl(p)e
φl(p) (3.1)
Cr(p) = ρr(p)e
φr(p) (3.2)
Sensitivity to spatial impairments of wavelets plays a vital role in the BEM when
mimicking the simple cell behaviour in presence of impairments. The complex function
will be different from its response to the original stereo pair as the amplitude ρ(p)
and the phase φ(p) will be subject to changes as a result of changes in the wavelet
coefficients. If the stimulus is not impaired, the simple cells response is extreme (either
maximum or minimum depending on the impairement) in the BEM.
The output of the simple cell model is sent to the complex cell model, which will be
discussed in the next section. The binocular energy computed in the complex cell
model is directly related to the response of simple cells connected. The algorithmic
representation of the simple cell model is summarised in the form of a flow chart as
shown in Fig. 3.3. Different paths for luminance and chrominance can be seen in the
diagram where wavelets and bandelets are employed sequentially.
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Figure 3.3: Flow chart of simple cell model implementation
3.2.2 Complex cell model
A simple cell response is sent to complex cells whose input is described as in Fig. 2.7.
The response of a pair of simple cells received, is directly related to the binocular energy
generated by the corresponding complex cell. In this way, spatial position and phase
shift between the corresponding simple cells have an effect on the binocular energy.
However, sensitivity to the orientation and spatial arrangement is not inherited by
complex cells from corresponding simple cells. When the stimulus is impaired, the
simple cells response is not optimal leading to the response of the complex cell also not
to be optimal.
The binocular energy is generated in the receptive fields of the binocular complex
cells. The most common type of complex cells are known to perform a summation-
like operation on the responses of simple cells with similar orientation preference [89].
This summation-like operation has been represented in the BEM as a binocular energy
calculated using two dyadic squares representing the corresponding left and right simple
cells and defined as:
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ESUM(c) =
∑
p
sum(A2l (p, c), A
2
r (p, c)) (3.3)
with Al(p, c) and Ar(p, c) being the amplitude of the monocular signals in the left
and right images respectively at pixel p and for a given perceptual channel c. In this
equation, the binocular energy for a given channel c is obtained by summing over the
entire image pair the binocular energies contributed by each pixel p. For luminance
the binocular signal is a complex function and for chrominance it is a real function.
For convenience, the binocular energy scores obtained for all the considered perceptual
channels can be concatenated into a vector ESUM. This summation-like operation will
be referred to thereafter as SUM-like for convenience. The proposed EBEM extends the
BEM in the complex cell model by modelling two additional characteristics of complex
cells identified in physiological studies.
First, a second type of binocular energy element is added to the model in order to
represent another major type of complex cells known to perform a MAX-like operation
on their inputs [90]. MAX-like operation enables modelling of binocular suppression
effects which occur when left and right images have undergone asymmetric impairments
causing the HVS to ignore the view of one eye and perceive through the other eye. This
binocular behaviour is captured by the following binocular energy term:
EMAX(c) =
∑
p
max(A2l (p, c), A
2
r (p, c)). (3.4)
Similar to the previous case, the terms obtained for each perceptual channel c can be
concatenated into a vector EMAX with the same size as ESUM. Hence, the complete
set of binocular energy terms considering both types of operations and all perceptual
channels can be represented by a single vector of binocular energies E = [ESUM; EMAX]
containing twice as many elements as the number of perceptual channels.
Secondly, the model is extended to model interactions between complex cell outputs
as proposed in the so-called Recurrent Excitation Model (REM) [91,92]. In the REM,
complex cell inputs are not limited to simple cells but can also arise from other complex
cells. These inputs can be thought of as secondary inputs to the complex cell model
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Figure 3.4: Architecture of the recurrent excitation model
in addition to the primary simple cell inputs as shown in Fig. 3.4. These secondary
inputs are modulated depending on the image content and in a deterministic manner
for a given content [91]. Hence there are two important aspects of the REM that
need to be considered in the implementation. First, the probability of modulation for
secondary inputs needs to be determined based on the content. Second, the secondary
inputs of the REM need to be representable in terms of the primary simple cell outputs.
This thesis introduces second order terms defined as the products of pairs of simple
cell outputs to implement pairwise modulation and performs regression to learn the
contributing terms and their correlation to image content.
A flow chart summarising the complex cell model is shown in Fig. 3.5. Parallel functions
of SUM-like and MAX-like operations are producing binocular energy elements in the
diagram. The recurrent excitation model is placed at the end of the complex cell
model to produce the final binocular energy elements. Due to the large number of
objective measures resulting from the spatial frequency analysis which includes multiple
orientations and two types of complex cell characteristics representing SUM-like and
MAX-like operations, the extraction of a statistical relationship between objective and
subjective measures accounting the REM, presents a major challenge. This will be
addressed in Section 3.3.
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3.3 Extended Binocular Energy Quality Metric (EBEQM)
Finding a metric to quantify the relationship between binocular signal and perceptual
quality is the main objective of this section. In a full-reference method, comparing the
binocular signal quality of the original stereo-pair and an impaired stereo-pair, leads
to a quality metric. This is achieved by exploiting the characteristics of the binocular
signal that undergoes compression impairments.
The main idea to construct a metric is to correlate the variations in perceptual and
attributes after normalization with respect to a reference. This idea has been exploited
in the BEQM to estimate a fidelity score Y as follows:
Y = aX>, (3.5)
where X = [X1, X2, . . . , Xn] denotes the vector of normalised full-reference attributes
for a given impaired stereo image, a = [a1, a2, . . . , an] are the BEQM parameters and n
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is the number of coefficients in the BEM complex cell model. The vector X is obtained
by normalising the vector of attributes E of the impaired stereoscopic image with the
objective score of its reference (unimpaired) image Eref as follows:
X = (Eref −E)/(Eref +E) (3.6)
where the symbol ’/’ denotes an element-wise vector division. In the BEQM, the
calculation of the ai coefficients is performed under the assumption that all complex
cells contribute equally, i.e. ai =
1
n for any i, without providing any justification.
This uniformity assumption, together with the simplistic BEM which only considers
SUM-like complex cell operations, limits the accuracy and robustness of the BEQM.
The proposed approach addresses the previous shortcoming by estimating the con-
tribution of each normalised objective score, thereby eliminating the uniformity as-
sumption, and using the more sophisticated EBEM as a basis for construction of
a metric. The EBEM results in an increase in the number of objective measures
due to the introduction of the second type of complex cells performing MAX-like
operations. The REM can be modelled by introducing an additional vector Z =
[X1.X2, . . . , X1.Xn, X2.X3, . . . , X2.Xn, . . . , Xn−1.Xn], whose elements consist of the prod-
uct of all pairs of normalised attributes in X and referred to as recurrent excitation
objective measures. This results in the Extended Binocular Energy Quality Metric
(EBEQM) which estimates the fidelity score as:
Y = c+ aX> + bZ>. (3.7)
The EBEQM is characterised by the vector a = [a1, a2, . . . , an] of size n, the recurrent
excitation coefficient vector b = [b1,2, b1,3, . . . , b1,n, b2,3, b2,4, . . . , b2,n, . . . , bn−1,n] of size
n× (n− 1)/2 and a constant c. Fig. 3.6 shows a block diagram of the EBEQM high-
lighting the additional MAX-like operation performed in complex cells, the recurrent
excitation of complex cells outputs and the non-uniform coefficients for the attributes
in the metric equation.
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For an N -level spatial frequency decomposition in the simple cell model, 3N+1 different
spatial frequency sub-bands are obtained considering 3 orientations as illustrated in Fig.
3.2. Separate analyses are carried out on luminance (L*) and the two chrominance
channels (a* and b*), resulting in 3× (3N +1) objectives in the case of the BEM which
modelled only SUM-like operations. In the EBEM, the introduction of the second type
of complex cells modelling MAX-like operations increases the number of attributes to
n = 2× 3× (3N + 1). In this thesis, N = 3 was used, as in [3], which results in a total
of n = 60 attributes for the proposed EBEQM. If we consider the SUM-like operation
only as done in BEQM, the number of attributes is reduced to only 30.
In order to find a solution to map these 60 independent variables into one dependent
variable representing the estimated subjective quality machine learning is required. To
achieve this, a stepwise linear regression model is employed in this chapter and described
in the next section.
3.3.1 Regression model for EBEQM
A multiple regression technique is used to map the normalized objective measures to
a single subjective score. This is achieved using stereoscopic image databases with
available subjective experimental data to train a regression model. As the HVS model
requires cross relationships among objective outputs to meet the recurrent excitation
in the complex cells model, Principal Component Analysis (PCA) [93] and Analysis of
variance (ANOVA) [94] cannot be used with the constraint of cross terms required. Due
to the number of components in the analysis, a suppression technique is required to
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remove certain terms which are not required to stabilize the regression model. There-
fore, stepwise linear regression is used due to its ability to suppress the least meaningful
components from the analysis [95]. A flow chart of the stepwise linear regression algo-
rithm is shown in Fig. 3.7. The pValue is used as the determining factor to add a term
when it is less than a threshold Padd and to remove a term during an F-test when it is
more than a threshold Prem.
The learnt multiple regression models are subsequently evaluated with testing datasets
to find the most sustainable relationship between the objective measures and the sub-
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Figure 3.8: Flow chart of the regression model for EBEQM
jective scores. The analysis is performed using four publicly available stereoscopic
image databases [4,96,97]. In order to optimize the model parameters, achieve consis-
tency across different content types as well as test and validate the model, a range of
stereoscopic databases with a number of different distortion types are required to ac-
complish a stable set of model parameters. The regression model with the best testing
performance, learnt from the combined databases, is defined as the metric. The details
of the final metric and its calculation are described in Section 3.3.2.
3.3.2 Metric computation
A flow chart of the regression model is shown in Fig. 3.8. Three different stages of
training, validation and testing are used to develop a metric as the final product of
the regression model. Subjective scores are injected into the model at different stages
in this model. In the early stages attributes are used to validate different models and
based on the correlation index some of the models are selected for final testing. The
model with the best training performance is chosen as the metric.
A linear regression model is built with the inputs from the objective and subjective
scores at the training stage. Any such model is validated during the validation stage
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using the attributes predicted by the trained models and the corresponding subjective
scores. A comparison between the actual subjective scores and the estimated subjective
scores is used to quantify the accuracy of the linear regression models. Pearson Cor-
relation Coefficientn (PCC) [98] is used to compare different regression models. The
model with the best testing performance with PCC is selected as the EBEQM using
the VQEG procedure [99].
3.4 Results and Discussion
Initially to estimate the coefficients of the analytical model presented in the previ-
ous section, the model is trained utilising two publicly available stereoscopic image
databases. Stereoscopic image pairs used from the first database [96] consist of 8 dif-
ferent scenes with each scene having 27 stereoscopic images consisting of 3 distortion
types (JPEG 2000, JPEG, and Gaussian Blur) and 9 quality profiles on each distor-
tion. These profiles have 3 symmetrically impaired image pairs and 6 asymmetrically
impaired image pairs. In the second database [97], there were 5 scenes with each scene
having 15 stereoscopic images consisting of the 3 distortion types and 5 symmetric
quality profiles on each distortion type. The total of 291 stereoscopic stimuli from the
two databases is divided into two sets, one for training and the other for testing the
analytical model. The training set was defined with 222 stimuli, whereas the remaining
69 stimuli were used as the testing set. Finally, the coefficients described in Equation
3.7 were calculated using the stepwise linear regression approach.
Secondly, the quantity of stereoscopic content has been increased to build the EBEQM,
using four different, publicly available stereoscopic image databases. A summary of the
different datasets used for training is shown in Table 3.1. Further illustrations of the
images in these databases are shown in Fig. 3.9.
First, an evaluation is carried out using one database at a time to build and test
models. This considers five testing configurations corresponding to each of the four
individual datasets as well as an additional scenario where all datasets are merged into
a single large dataset. This enables assessment of the consistency and repeatability of
the regression analysis across datasets as well as its performance according to the size
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Figure 3.9: Stereoscopic images used from different databases
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Table 3.1: Characteristics of the stereoscopic image datasets
Database name
Num-
ber of
images
Distortion types
(Number of quality
profiles)
Quality
profiles
symmetry
Number of
stimuli per
image
LIVE 3D Image
Quality - Phase II
[96]
8
White noise(9),
JPEG2K(9), JPEG(9),
BLUR(9), fast fading(9)
3 symmetric,
6 asymmetric
45
IVC 3D Images
[97]
5
BLUR(5), JPEG(5),
JPEG2K(5)
symmetric 15
Ningbo symmetric
stereo [4]
12
JPEG(5), JPEG2K(5),
GBLUR(5), White
noise(5), H.264(6)
symmetric 26
Ningbo
asymmetric stereo
[4]
10
JPEG(7), JPEG2K(10),
GBLUR(10), White
noise(10)
asymmetric 37
of the training dataset. In each testing scenario, the models are built using stimuli from
a single dataset with one stimulus from the same dataset being excluded and used for
testing purposes. This process is repeated for all possible training and testing subsets
for each dataset in order to obtain statistically meaningful results on the performance
of the models obtained. Performance is assessed by calculating the Pearson’s linear
correlation coefficient between the scores predicted by the metric and the subjective
scores. The results obtained for each of these configurations are shown in Fig. 3.10.
The average correlation measured using the testing set is significant being in the region
of 0.8. It is observed to be consistent over all five testing scenarios. Additionally, the
results obtained on the dataset combining all four datasets demonstrate the robustness
of the regression model on different types of content.
Next, the performance of the approach is compared against the following state-of-the-
art image quality metrics:
a) SSIM avg [62]: this is based on luminance, contrast and structural comparison.
b) SSIM Ddl [100]: this uses a global 2D image distortion measure and the differences
in disparity maps of stereo pairs.
c) StSD [70]: this computes a metric based on structural distortion, asymmetric blur
and content complexity.
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StDev Mean Min Q1 Median Q3 Max
Differences 0.5213 0.31875 0.0392 0.015325 0.024225
Live3D 0.127864 0.8353625 0.5213 0.84005 0.87925 0.894575 0.9188
Differences 0.5787 0.2399 0.0422 0.0089 0.0324
IVC 0.11129 0.80598 0.5787 0.8186 0.8608 0.8697 0.9021
Differences 0.6153 0.190525 0.026275 0.091925 0.019775
NingboS 0.103092 0.849608333 0.6153 0.805825 0.8321 0.924025 0.9438
Differences 0.4958 0.187225 0.128975 0.0587 0.0326
NingboA 0.141652 0.78549 0.4958 0.683025 0.812 0.8707 0.9033
Differences 0.785693121 0.034996312 0.04828946 0.027163199 0.06835
All 0.056013 0.85983805 0.785693121 0.820689433 0.868978893 0.896142093 0.964492
IVC
NingboS
NingboA
Mean 0.8354 0.8060 0.8496 0.7855 0.8598
Median 0.8793 0.8608 0.8321 0.8120 0.8690
Stdv 0.1279 0.1113 0.1031 0.1417 0.0560
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Figure 3.10: Box and whisker plot showing minimum, first quartile, median, third quar-
tile and maximum correlation for the regression models learnt and tested on individual
datasets (Live3D, IVC, NingboS and NingboA) and the combined dataset (All)
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Figure 3.11: Comparison of the proposed method to the state-of-the-art showing per-
formance on individual datasets and the combined dataset
d) BEQM [3]: this uses BEM with uniform contribution from model outputs.
For the proposed method, a model is test for each image using the other images for
training and the average correlation is reported. This ensures a fair comparison with no
overlap between training and testing sets. Results obtained for the different methods
are shown in Fig. 3.11 and indicate that the proposed approach results in a significant
improvement in performance across all datasets. Then, the image metric parameters a,
b and c used in Equation (3.7) are estimated by identifying the regression relationship
of the best performing model built previously. The obtained metric consists of 122 non-
zero coefficients. The most significant coefficients are listed in Table 3.2. The estimated
values for the coefficients are given along with their Standard Error (SE) and pValue.
The pValue represents the probability of getting the extreme results given that the null
hypothesis is true whereas SE is a measure of the statistical accuracy of an estimate.
Finally, the effects of incorporating the MAX-like operation and the REM into the HVS
model are evaluated. To measure their separate effects, metrics are built using the com-
bined datasets excluding either the MAX-like operation or the REM. The performance
of the metrics are then compared against the full EBEQM in Fig. 3.12. Results indicate
a significant drop in correlation when either of these physiological phenomena are ex-
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Table 3.2: Most significant coefficients of EBEQM. Coefficients are listed in order of
decreasing significance
Coefficient Estimate SE pValue
a19 152.60 12.37 2.55E-30
b44,50 -1.24E4 1.10E3 3.17E-26
b24,50 1.92E4 1.72E3 1.09E-25
b33,44 -6.39E2 58.73 1.19E-24
b49,56 -7.17E2 70.41 4.59E-22
b3,44 6.72E2 67.63 3.69E-21
b53,56 2.49E2 25.41 1.14E-20
b42,56 3.12E2 32.50 6.18E-20
a49 -1.45E2 16.16 7.56E-18
b51,57 -3.22E2 36.31 1.71E-17
a35 84.71 9.55 1.81E-17
b13,15 1.71E2 20.02 1.60E-16
cluded, demonstrating their importance in building an accurate and robust stereoscopic
image quality metric.
3.5 Conclusion
This chapter introduced a novel stereoscopic image quality metric called the Extended
Binocular Energy Quality Metric (EBEQM). The EBEQM is based on a novel HVS
model, the Extended Binocular Energy Model (EBEM), which generalises the previ-
ous Binocular Energy Model (BEM) by introducing a novel complex cell model. The
proposed complex cell model has two novel components representing MAX-like opera-
tions and Recurrent Excitation Model (REM), two important physiological phenomena
which so far had not been exploited in the field of quality assessment. A thorough
evaluation of the EBEQM on existing stereoscopic image datasets has shown a clear
improvement in performance compared to the state-of-the-art metrics.
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Figure 3.12: Box and whisker plot showing minimum, first quartile, median, third
quartile and maximum correlation for EBEQM, EBEQM without MAX-like operation
and EBEQM without REM on combined dataset
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Chapter 4
Stereoscopic Video Quality
Assessment
4.1 Introduction
This chapter extends the previous image based analysis to the time domain by devel-
oping a methodology for assessing the quality of stereoscopic video content. Videos are
more complex for quality assessment than images due to their time variations. Percep-
tion of videos in general is influenced by certain factors such as velocity response which
do not need to be taken into account when assessing quality of images.
Finding a relationship between temporal binocular energies of the EBEM and subjec-
tive scores is the main challenge addressed in this chapter. Two main approaches for
temporal analysis of stereoscopic perception are proposed in the chapter. These are
temporal pooling and spatio-temporal analysis of stereoscopic videos.
Pooling of temporal information is an effective solution in modelling the perception of
stereoscopic videos. Temporal pooling is based on integrating the quality information
pertaining to each frame of the sequence into a single score characterising the quality
of the entire video. An optimised approach to temporal pooling of framewise binocular
energies is presented in the first half of this chapter.
The second half of the chapter generalises the image domain approach from the previous
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chapter to the video domain by treating the time dimension in a similar fashion to
the x and y image dimensions. Temporal variations are accounted for using the extra
dimension in analytical functions to introduce a new HVS model. This new HVS model
produces spatio-temporal attributes which are then used to compute a regression model
with subjective scores. Results and discussion of both methods are presented in separate
sections. A conclusion to the chapter is presented in the final section of the chapter.
4.2 Pooling-based temporal analysis
The main idea of this approach is to build on the stereoscopic image quality assessment
approach introduced in the previous chapter by expressing the quality of a stereoscopic
video in terms of the quality of its individual frames. A relationship to find optimal
coefficients for a stereoscopic image quality metric has previously been introduced in
Equation (3.7). This Equation therefore needs to be extended to the time domain in
order to build a stereoscopic video quality metric.
When a video sequence and a subjective score representing the quality of the entire
sequence are given, the problem is to estimate a regression model which predicts the
subjective score based on the complete set of video frames. Performing a regression on
the entire set of parameters extracted from all frames would be problematic in several
ways. First it is prohibitively expensive in terms of computations and may lead to
inconsistencies in the model. Secondly it is limited to a certain number of frames to
be considered for a given model and not robust to changes in the length of a video
sequence. Hence an effective way of building a regression model for video sequences is
pooling temporal information. Two different approaches are proposed in this chapter
depending on the nature of the frame characteristic that is being pooled:
• Pooling of stereoscopic image quality scores: This is a standard approach to
extend image metrics to the video domain,
• Pooling of stereoscopic image attributes: This is a novel method introduced in
this research.
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4.2.1 Pooling of stereoscopic image quality scores
First, a traditional temporal pooling approach is used to construct a video metric
from the quality scores obtained for each frame using the EBEQM approach. In this
approach, the EBEQM is first applied to each frame of the video sequence to obtain
individual estimates of the subjective score Y (t) for a given frame t. Then, these
estimates are combined using one of the temporal pooling strategies introduced in [52].
These methods can be listed as below.
a) Mean: This calculates a temporal average of the quality scores Y(t).
b) Median: This uses the mid frame in the sorted list of quality scores. This approach
requires sorting the frames based on their individual quality scores.
c) Minkowski : This uses a parameter β when calculating the Minkowski summation.
Each score is first raised to the power of β and then the average of those terms is cal-
culated before finally computing the βth root. The mean is a special case of Minkowski
summation with β = 1. In this research an optimal value for β needs to be determined.
d) Percentile: This uses sorting of quality scores and the bottom k percentage of quality
scores is considered to compute the average percentile value. The optimum value of
k = 10 is found in [52].
e) Gaussian weighting : This uses a half Gaussian distribution of sorted quality scores
with a weighted average giving more weights to low quality frames. The standard
deviation σ = 0.1 and mean µ = 0 are found to be the optimum values in the half
Gaussian distribution [52].
The EBEQM metric employed here remained unchanged for all the frames and has
therefore constant a, b and c parameters defined in Equation 3.7. On the other hand
subjective video scores are only defined for the entire video and do not reflect the
actual scores of frames considered in isolation. Hence an alternative pooling strategy
is proposed to extend stereoscopic image quality assessment to the time domain.
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4.2.2 Pooling of stereoscopic image attributes
A na¨ıve approach to build a video metric would be to concatenate the attributes ob-
tained from the EBEM applied to each frame and attempt to directly perform a re-
gression on these concatenated attributes as follows:
Y = c+[a1,1,a1,2,··· ,a1,f ,a2,1,··· ,an,f ][X1,1,X1,2,··· ,X1,f ,X2,1,··· ,Xn,f ]+ (4.1)
[b1,2,1,··· ,b1,n,1,b2,3,1,··· ,bn−1,n,1][X1,1.X2,1,···X1,1.Xn,1,X2,1.X3,1,··· ,Xn−1,1.Xn,1]
...
[b1,2,f ,··· ,b1,n,f ,b2,3,f ,··· ,bn−1,n,f ][X1,f .X2,f ,···X1,f .Xn,f ,X2,f .X3,f ,··· ,Xn−1,f .Xn,f ]
The vector a = [a1,1, a1,2, · · · , a1,f , a2,1, · · · , an,f ] of size n × f represents n different
coefficients for each of the f frames for attributes Xi,j when i = 1, 2, · · · , n and j =
1, 2, · · · , f . Similarly, vector b of size n × (n − 1)/2 × f represents the coefficients for
the recurrent attributes. c is a constant in the relationship.
This approach is problematic in several ways. First, even with a shorter video sequence,
the model would have an extremely high dimensionality which would prevent reliable
estimation of the model’s parameters. Second, the model size would depend on the
length of the video sequence, requiring some form of normalisation.
In order to address the issues with added complexity in Equation 4.1, dimensionality
reduction is required. Fig. 4.1 shows the binocular energy variations of a given objective
score for two sequences from the NAMA3DS1-CoSpaD1 dataset [6]. This figure reflects
the changes in the video scene as variations in a given objective score. This observation
motivates the idea of pooling attributes of each frame rather than pooling quality scores.
Pooling of the temporal attributes is proposed in order to extract pooled attributes
representing the temporal variations in the sequence. This is a richer representation of
the temporal variations in the sequence.
In the proposed temporal approach, only the mean and Minkowski summation methods
are applicable from the pooling methods described in Section 4.4.1, since it would not
be meaningful to sort objectives scores. Both these methods can be represented with
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Figure 4.1: Example of objective score (High Frequency horizontal orientation of lumi-
nance) variations for the “Umbrella” and “Lab” sequences
the parameter β with β = 1 in Equation 4.2 representing the mean pooling approach.
Now, the vector of pooled attributes representing the entire stereoscopic video sequence
and obtained after Minkowski summation are defined as:
Xpooled =
β
√√√√ 1
f
f∑
t=1
X(t)β, (4.2)
where X(t) = [X1(t), X2(t), . . . , Xn(t)] represents the individual objective attributes
at frame t calculated using the EBEM. Note that in Equation 4.2 both exponentiation
and root operations are performed element-wise on the vector X(t). The performance
of these two approaches will be discussed in the Results section with the optimisation
of the β parameter.
Having extracted pooled attributes, a regression analysis is carried out on the pooled
attributes in a similar fashion to the EBEQM in order to calculate a model relating
the set of pooled attributes Xpooled, the corresponding recurrent excitation objective
measures Zpooled and the corresponding subjective score for a given stereoscopic video
Yvideo. These different parameters are related by:
Yvideo = c+ aX
>
pooled + bZ
>
pooled, (4.3)
where a, b and c are the parameters describing the video metric. These parameters
retain the same dimensionality as in the previous approach. The details of the regression
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Figure 4.2: System Diagram of Binocular Energy Video Quality Metric
analysis carried out and the metric obtained, called the Binocular Energy Video Quality
Metric (BEVQM), will be discussed in Section 4.4.
4.2.2.1 Optimised pooling of attributes
A schematic description of the algorithm employed in the BEVQM is shown in Fig.
4.2. The EBEM is applied to each frame to find attributes for each frame. Application
of pooling on these attributes is controlled by the parameter β to produce a single set
of attributes for the whole sequence of frames. A regression model identical to that
used for the EBEQM is applied to find the BEVQM.
A statistical analysis of attributes indicates that the performance of the adaptive pool-
ing method is stable with a chosen optimal β value for Minkowski summation. A
stable peak at β = 0.66 has been chosen as the optimal value. More details on these
experiments are provided in Section 4.4.
The mean approach corresponds to β = 1 for comparison purposes. A detailed analysis
on the accuracy achieved for different β values is conducted in this research. This will
result in two versions of the BEVQM using two different β values as will be discussed
in Section 4.4.1. A different approach based on time domain analysis of stereoscopic
perception is discussed next.
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Figure 4.3: Video frames seen as 3D object slices
4.3 Spatio-temporal analysis
The approach proposed in this section is based on representing the behaviour of the HVS
in a spatio-temporal space defined by (x, y, z, t). In the previous chapter, a stereoscopic
image pair in the (x, y, z) space was represented in the form of two stereoscopic views
in the (x, y) space. Similarly, here a stereoscopic video in the (x, y, z, t) space is going
to be represented as a pair of videos in the (x, y, t) space thus generating a pair of 3D
spaces. Conceptually, the problem of 2D image perception over time will therefore be
represented as a 3D object perception problem where the z dimension has been replaced
by time. In this representation, slices of a 3D object at discrete intervals along the third
axis can be considered as slices of time in a given left or right view of a stereoscopic
video. These slices are the stereoscopic left and right frames. This stereoscopic video
representation is illustrated in Fig. 4.3.
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4.3.1 Spatio-Temporal Binocular Energy Model (STBEM)
A HVS model capable of extracting temporal information is proposed in this section.
The basic building blocks of the simple and complex cell models of the EBEM are
converted into spatio-temporal models here. In other words, the analytical functions of
the EBEM are converted into their 3D counterparts. This generalisation of the EBEM
to the spatio-temporal domain is referred to as Spatio-Temporal Binocular Energy
Model (STBEM). This new model is used to build the Spatio-Temporal Binocular
Energy Quality Metric (STBEQM) whose architecture is illustrated in Fig. 4.4. The
spatio-temporal simple cell model and spatio-temporal complex cell model distinguish
the overall model from the EBEM.
Spatio-frequency-temporal variations are common in 3D objects and in 2D sequences
where the z-dimension is replaced by the time dimension. Cross sections of the third
axis are frames of a video sequence as mentioned earlier. Spatio-temporal simple and
complex cell models are produced with 3D analytical functions applied on the spatio-
temporal 3D object.
The difference between 2D and 3D transformations are discussed below in order to
explain how the model is generalised to space-time. Analysis filters and synthesis filters
are used for this explanation. In the case of 2D filters, first, a 1D filter bank is applied
along columns. Then the low pass residual (L) of the filter bank output is subjected to
the analysis filter bank rows. This will produce ‘LL’ and ‘LH’ outputs. ‘LL’ represents
the low pass residual of both columns and rows whereas ‘LH’ represents the low pass
residual of columns and the high pass component of rows. The high pass component
(H) of filter bank columns is subjected to the analysis filter bank rows to produce ‘HL’
and ‘HH’ outputs respectively. ‘HL’ represents high pass residual on columns with low
pass residuals on rows whereas ‘HH’ represents high pass residual of both columns and
rows. A reversible operation happens with the synthesis filter bank. This idea can be
expressed as below.
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[L,H] = analysis filter column(I) (4.4)
[LL,LH] = analysis filter row(L) (4.5)
[HL,HH] = analysis filter row(H) (4.6)
This can be further summarised as
[LL,LH;HL,HH] = analysis fiter 2D(I) (4.7)
Here L and H represent low and high frequency components respectively. I is the 2D
object considered which is one of the stereoscopic views. Similarly, with synthesis filters
2D transformations can be represented as below.
L = synthesis filter row([LL,LH]) (4.8)
H = synthesis filter row([HL,HH]) (4.9)
Iˆ = synthesis filter column([L,H]) (4.10)
This can be further summarised as
Iˆ = synthesis fiter 2D([LL,LH;HL,HH]) (4.11)
Here Iˆ represents the recomputed 2D object using 2D synthesis filters on 2D analysis
filter outputs. This type of 2D filters was used in the previous chapter to decompose
an image into its components.
In the case of 3D filters, the outputs of the 2D filters are subjected to further analysis
filter bank in the third dimension (layers representing time). First the ‘LL’ is subject
to analysis filter bank decomposition to produce ‘LLL’ and ‘LLH’ outputs. Similarly,
other 2D filter bank outputs produce the remaining ‘LHL’,‘LHH’, ‘HLL’, ‘HLH’, ‘HHL’,
and ‘HHH’ outputs as seen in Fig. 4.5. The synthesis filter bank has two stages with
one stage to convert 3D filter outputs to 2D filter outputs in a reverse operation. Then
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the 2D synthesis filter banks are applied as in the 2D case. This can be expressed as
below.
[LLL,LLH] = analysis filter layer(LL) (4.12)
[LHL,LHH] = analysis filter layer(LH) (4.13)
[HLL,HLH] = analysis filter layer(HL) (4.14)
[HHL,HHH] = analysis filter layer(HH) (4.15)
This can be further summarised as
[(LLL,LLH;LHL,LHH); (HLL,HLH;HHL,HHH)] = analysis fiter 3D(J)
(4.16)
J is the 3D object considered which is one of the stereoscopic videos in this chapter.
Similarly, with synthesis filters 3D transformations can be tailored with 2D synthesis
filters as below.
LL = synthesis filter layer([LLL,LLH]) (4.17)
LH = synthesis filter layer([LHL,LHH]) (4.18)
HL = synthesis filter layer([HLL,HLH]) (4.19)
HH = synthesis filter layer([HHL,HHH]) (4.20)
This can be further summarised as
Jˆ = synthesis fiter 3D([(LLL,LLH;LHL,LHH); (HLL,HLH;HHL,HHH)])
(4.21)
Here Jˆ represents the recomputed 3D object using 3D synthesis filters on 3D analysis
filter outputs. These spatial components can be represented as shown in Fig. 4.5.
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In 2D transformations, image dimensions are required to be normalised before applying
any spatial filters. Normalisation is also required along the third dimension when
extending the approach to 3D transformations. In this chapter, the third dimension
is time and a normalisation is required to ensure that all 3D volumes are of equal
size despite variations in the video duration. All sequences are normalised to a fixed
number of frames (512). In the case of shorter sequences, linear interpolation is applied
to re-sample the video and achieve the correct number of frames. In the case of longer
sequences, temporal averaging is required to down sample the sequence to the correct
number of frames. However, during this research all the stereoscopic video sequences
considered have less than 512 frames and as a result the effects of down sampling is not
tested.
Spatio-temporal decomposition of a stereoscopic video sequence is illustrated in Fig.
4.6. The spatio-temporal components are further analysed by decomposing ‘LLL’ com-
ponent at each scale. This decomposition can be considered as an extension of the 2D
decomposition with extra orientations.
Once the 3D wavelet coefficents are computed for a given stereoscopic video sequence,
a bandelet transform is applied to them as discussed in Chapter 3. Each decomposition
level is considered independently and hence this introduces no more complexities when
bandelet transform is considered in this section.
The introduction of temporal orientations has created a very large number of attributes.
These orientations are shown in Fig. 4.7. For an N -level decomposition in the spatio-
temporal simple cell model, 7N + 1 different spatio-frequency temporal sub bands are
obtained considering 7 orientations as illustrated in Fig. 4.7(a).
Considering three channels of L*a*b*, 3×(7N+1) objectives scores are expected when
considering SUM-like operation only. However the CWT and DWT on these channels
produce different three dimensional orientations. As a result luminance channel have
double the number of attributes causing 4 × (7N + 1) attributes. When MAX-like
operations are considered the number of attributes becomes n = 2× 4× (7N + 1). As
in the EBEQM, N = 3 is used, and a total of n = 176 attributes is produced in the
proposed STBEM.
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4.3.2 Spatio-Temporal Binocular Energy Quality Metric (STBEQM)
Regression is performed to build a stereoscopic video quality metric from the attributes
produced by the STBEM. The relationship between subjective score and the set of
attributes can be expressed as
Yvideo = c+ aX
>
spatio-temporal + bZ
>
spatio-temporal, (4.22)
where Y represent the subjective score of a given stereoscopic video. The attributes
generated by the STBEM are denoted as Xspatio-temporal with the corresponding recur-
rent excitation objective measures denoted as Zspatio-temporal.
The dimensions of Xspatio-temporal and Zspatio-temporal are high as STBEM produces 176
attributes as discussed in the previous section. This could pose some challenges during
regression. Therefore, some dimensionality reduction approaches are also considered.
4.3.2.1 Dimensionality reduction of STBEM
High dimensionality is the main drawback in terms of the computational complexity of
building a regression model. However the dimensionality is independent of the length
of the sequence. In order to identify the effects of dimensionality and assess the effect of
reducing it, a pre-processing module is used to combine some of the STBEM outputs.
The pre-processing module considers possible redundancies in spatio-temporal attributes.
In order to understand the redundancies, spatio-temporal orientations are considered.
For a single channel, there are 7N+1 different spatio-frequency-temporal sub bands for
an N -level decomposition. As explained earlier, N = 3 in the proposed method. This
results in 22 spatio-frequency-temporal sub bands per channel, and can be referred to
as symbol S for convenience. There are two approaches proposed for dimensionality
reduction in this chapter.
• Combined time orientation
In this step, S = 13 is achieved by reducing the total number of orientations to 4
with 4N+1 = 13 when N = 3 in use. As depicted in Fig. 4.7(b), four orientations
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(t, xt, yt, and xyt) are combined as one orientation (tt) in this method. Hence
the adapted orientations are x, y, xy and tt. This combination uses arithmetic
addition of attributes in different orientations. As a result, the total attributes
can be reduced to n = 2× 4× 13 = 108.
• Generalised luminance
The three dimensional orientations for the luminance channel also have some re-
dundancy due to the 3D transformation function of CWT. This increases the
number of channels to 4 with effectively two luminance channels and two chromi-
nance channels. This extra luminance channel can be combined to one luminance
channel by considering arithmetic mean. Hence the total number of channels
considered can be reduced to 3. As a result, the total number of attributes can
be reduced to n = 2× 3 = 132.
When the two dimensionality reduction techniques are combined, dimensionality
can be further reduced to n = 2 × 3 × 13 = 78. These reductions in number of
attributes are considered in building regression models to identify their effects in
building a metric.
4.4 Results and Discussion
Due to the limited availability of publicly accessible datasets with stereoscopic video
subjective scores, a tailored dataset captured as part of the ROMEO project [101]
is introduced and used in addition to the publicly available NAMA3DS1-CoSpaD1
dataset [6]. A summary of these datasets is given in Table 4.1. Both datasets consist of
vertically aligned stereoscopic video sequences. Sample images from the sequences in
the ROMEO dataset are shown in Fig. 4.8. Sample images of NAMA3DS1-CoSpaD1
dataset [6] are also given in Fig. 4.9.
For a comparison of different stereoscopic video quality metrics proposed in this chapter,
a uniform regression procedure is followed in the research. Initially an evaluation is
conducted on different objective-subjective matching models on both datasets in order
to compare the consistency of the models. In this step a single source of video was
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Figure 4.9: Sample images of NAMA3DS1-CoSpaD1 stereoscopic videos [6]
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chosen as the test sequence and the rest of the sequences from both data sets provided
the training data required to build a model. This selection of disjoint testing and
training sequences was performed for all possible combinations to make a statistically
meaningful number of experiments.
Due to the limited number of stereoscopic sequences with subjective data available,
a second step is required to find a model with sufficient robustness and consistency
to define as a metric. In the second step models are built using sequences from only
NAMA3DS1-CoSpaD1 dataset [6] due to relatively high number of original sequences
available in this dataset. A different number of combinations are used to select two
sequences as testing set and the rest of eight sequences as the training set. The accuracy
of models for each selection can be compared using test sequences in the same dataset.
Finally for the robustness check sufficiently accurate models in the second step are
tested on ROMEO sequences. In this way, a comprehensive regression model is built
under limited number of sequences available for stereoscopic video quality assessment
(SVQA) in this thesis.
The results of the regression models for different approaches to build a stereoscopic
video quality metric are discussed first. A flow chart of the regression model developed
for stereoscopic video quality metrics is shown in Fig. 4.10. The first part of the flow
chart illustrates the consistency check using data from both datasets discussed earlier.
In the second part, training is performed using one dataset and the testing is done
using the other dataset. In this way both consistency and robustness are checked in
the regression model.
4.4.1 Pooling-based temporal analysis results
All temporal pooling methods described in Section 4.2.1 are applied using EBEQM as
well as SSIM avg and SSIM Ddl estimates of each frame of the testing sequences from
the dataset. The test results for each method are shown in Fig. 4.11 with β = 0.5
used for the Minkowski summation method as suggested in [52]. The correlation to
subjective scores can be observed to be very poor in the EBEQM and even poorer in
the case of the other metrics. In all the frames a, b and c parameters remained constant
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Figure 4.10: Regression model for SVQA
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Table 4.1: Characteristics of the stereoscopic video datasets
Data set
name
Number
of videos
Distortion types (number of
quality profiles)
Quality
profiles
symmetry
Number of
stimuli per
video
NAMA3DS1-
CoSpaD1
[6]
10
H264(3), JPEG2K(4),
downsampling(1), sharpening(1),
downsampling+sharpening(1)
symmetric 10
ROMEO 6 H.264(7)
2 symmetric,
5 asymmetric
7
with final EBEQM coefficients. The poor performance of this metric when applied to
pooled image quality scores can be explained by the fact that subjective video scores
are only defined for the entire video and do not reflect the actual scores of frames
considered in isolation. This indicates that it is not possible to build an accurate and
robust stereoscopic video metric by simple pooling of the frame scores and highlights
the need to construct a video-specific metric.
In the second phase of the evaluation, pooling of attributes instead of quality scores is
considered. The major advantage of performing pooling at this earlier stage is that it
enables the regression to take into account the temporal properties of attributes when
selecting which are the most significant to build a video metric.
First, experiments are conducted on the NAMA3DS1-CoSpaD1 dataset to identify the
optimal β value for adaptive temporal pooling using Minkowski summation in Equation.
(4.2). Fig. 4.12 shows the measured correlation as a function of the β parameter. The
results indicate that performance is relatively stable with a peak at β = 0.66 which has
been chosen as the optimal value for Minkowski summation in the remainder of the
report.
After having found an optimal β value, regression model for SVQA is applied. How-
ever β = 1 is also considered in parallel to the optimal value as discussed in Section
4.2.2.1. Results obtained for each video in the initial step of regression, are shown in
Fig. 4.13. All the models exhibit high correlation levels (close to 0.9 on average) with
the Minkowski summation method consistently performing marginally better than the
mean. Furthermore, a run-time analysis has been performed to compare the two met-
rics as shown in Table 4.2. These results indicate that an increase in run-time by a
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Figure 4.13: Comparison of the different adaptive temporal pooling strategies for
BEVQM
factor of 3.55 will increase the correlation from 0.8918 to 0.9052 when using Minkowski
summation instead of the mean. While Minkowski summation is slower in terms of
pure computation time, it should be noted that the run-time of pooling is typically
not significant in stereoscopic video processing tasks since the cost of other operations
usually dominates the run-time. Therefore, both the mean and Minkowski summation
have been retained for further computations to build a metric. For convenience, the
metrics developed using the mean and Minkowski summation are thereafter referred to
as BEVQMµ and BEVQMβ respectively.
Next, the performance of the proposed metrics is compared against the state-of-the-
art metrics on the sequences from the ROMEO dataset as mentioned in latter part of
the regression model. This includes a comparison against the pooled EBEQM metric
presented in the previous section. The results are shown in Fig. 4.14. The proposed
approach is the top performing method consistently achieving correlation results in
excess of 0.8 and outperforming the state-of-the-art metrics as well as the EBEQM
metric. This demonstrates the robustness and accuracy of the proposed approach and
the importance of building a video content specific quality metric. Finally the BEVQM
is computed using the best regression model in terms of testing as was the case for
the EBEQM. The BEVQM values obtained for both the BEVQMµ and BEVQMβ
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Table 4.2: Run-time analysis of mean vs Minkowski summation
Pooling method Average run time in µS Average correlation
Mean 20 0.8918
Minkowski summation 71 0.9052
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Figure 4.14: Comparison of proposed BEVQM metrics against the state-of-the-art
metrics for the ROMEO sequences
metrics are also presented in Fig. 4.14. These two metrics have a sparser set of
coefficients than the EBEQM metric as they only contain 10 and 12 non-zero coefficients
respectively. The complete list of non-zero coefficients together with their corresponding
SE and pValue are provided under the BEVQMβ and BEVQMµ sections of Table 4.3.
The results of 3D objects based temporal analysis for stereoscopic video perception is
discussed in the next section.
4.4.2 Spatio-temporal analysis results
The introduction of new attributes in the STBEM has been considered as an exten-
sion to the number of attributes in the EBEM. Hence a similar experimental set-up
is employed here. Moreover, the regression method was evaluated with different di-
mensionality reduction approaches to investigate their effects. They are compared in
Table 4.4 for computational cost and accuracy and their evaluation results are shown
in Fig. 4.15. During the model development stage, the No reduction method tends
to collapse due to high dimension of the regression. This is the reason behind poor
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Table 4.3: A complete list of non-zero coefficients of BEVQMβ and BEVQMµ. Coeffi-
cients are listed in order of decreasing significance
BEVQMβ BEVQMµ
Coefficient Estimate SE pValue Coefficient Estimate SE pValue
c 4.78 0.15 5.67E-61 c 4.97 0.14 6.66E-68
a3 -5.98 0.56 1.51E-19 a3 -5.30 0.59 5.59E-15
a32 7.03 0.98 6.81E-11 a35 6.67 1.18 1.03E-07
b13,32 -13.12 3.40 1.84E-04 a13 -2.12 0.41 7.20E-07
a41 7.64 2.10 4.04E-04 b13,28 10.93 2.25 3.71E-06
a12 -4.61 1.36 9.65E-04 a25 -6.95 1.47 6.49E-06
a11 -7.78 2.65 4.00E-03 a9 -6.94 1.71 8.65E-05
b11,32 9.54 3.95 1.72E-02 a58 11.23 2.78 9.62E-05
b12,13 4.38 1.84 1.91E-02 b13,35 -4.96 1.61 2.49E-03
a13 -0.27 0.74 7.19E-01 a28 -10.86 3.56 2.79E-03
a32 2.76 1.01 7.28E-03
a52 2.49 0.97 1.13E-02
correlation performance for certain sequences for the No reduction method. However,
during the application of models towards a metric, the No reduction models are the
most meaningful.
Based on the analysis of the different dimensionality reduction approaches, no reduction
method is chosen to build a metric as it achieves the highest accuracy. This approach
has a high computation time. However, this is a secondary consideration compared
to accuracy, since the metric is computed oﬄine. Further, the results indicate that
Table 4.4: Different approaches of dimensionality reduction in STBEM attributes
Number of
attributes
Dimensionality reduction approach
Average
Computing
time (s)
Modelling
accuracy
176 No Reduction 4917.11 0.7923
108 Combined time orientation 118.57 0.7842
132 Generalised luminance 124.39 0.7861
78
Combined time orientation +
Generalised luminance
25.06 0.7762
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Figure 4.15: Comparison of regression model accuracy with different dimensionality
reduction approaches
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Figure 4.16: Comparison of STBEQMs with BEVQMs for the ROMEO sequences
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Table 4.5: Most significant non-zero coefficients of STBEQM. Coefficients are listed in
order of decreasing significance
STBEQM
Coefficient Estimate SE pValue
c 4.35 0.08 9.93E-87
a13 -8.21 0.66 2.86E-23
a17 -6.45 1.01 2.85E-09
a12 -26.63 4.99 4.35E-07
a15 16.22 3.30 2.77E-06
a27 9.08 1.94 7.78E-06
a34 -11.63 4.13 5.67E-03
a36 -15.26 5.51 6.51E-03
a39 -15.13 6.12 1.48E-02
a8 -5.24 2.28 2.31E-02
a25 3.87 2.13 7.19E-02
although dimensionality reduction is beneficial in terms of reducing run-time, it also
incurs some detrimental loss in accuracy. Table 4.4 presents the computation times of
different levels.
The STBEQM metric is computed by performing the final regression step using the
NAMA3DS1-CoSpaD1 dataset and ROMEO dataset. The metric results for each
ROMEO sequence are compared against the BEVQM metrics as shown in Fig. 4.16.
There is no significant difference in all three metrics in terms of average performance in
the figure. However the BEVQM metrics shows more consistency than the STBEQM.
The most significant non-zero coefficients of the STBEQM are listed in Table 4.5.
4.5 Conclusion
This chapter has introduced two stereoscopic video quality metrics based on pooling
for temporal analysis. These metrics have demonstrated the superiority of pooling of
attributes instead of image quality scores. The final quality metric of pooling based
temporal analysis method has produced two versions BEVQMµ and BEVQMβ. These
metrics have lower computational complexity and better accuracy respectively. Further
a second approach based on spatio-temporal analysis has produced another stereoscopic
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video quality metric. The result of this metric (STBEQM) shows similar performance to
both variations of BEVQM. All the metrics presented in this chapter have outperformed
the state-of-the-art metrics.
Chapter 5
Motion Sensitive Stereoscopic
Video Quality Assessment
5.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter, estimating stereoscopic video perception was considered as a
case of pooling temporal information using a HVS model capable of mimicking stereo-
scopic image perception. A different perspective to the same challenge is introduced in
this chapter.
Physiological studies have identified motion sensitivity as an important characteristic of
some proportion of complex cells [3]. However, there is no known model of complex cells
with motion sensitivity incorporated in stereoscopic video quality assessment research.
Hence a new HVS model is introduced in this chapter to consider motion information
while computing binocular energy.
The fundamental challenge addressed in this chapter relates to estimating and leverag-
ing the level of motion present in stereoscopic videos to construct a reliable HVS model.
The proposed approach builds on our previous chapter which introduced an HVS model
capturing the behaviour of simple and complex cells without motion sensitivity. The
key insight is the introduction of a generalised complex cell model which is able to
represent the behaviour of a variety of complex cells and their motion responses. This
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is achieved using an optical flow algorithm to extract pixel level motion information
for each perceptual channel and utilising this information to modulate the response
of each complex cell. This results in two types of complex cells: non-motion sensi-
tive and motion sensitive complex cells. Non-motion sensitive complex cells respond
to spatial orientation regardless of whether motion is present or not, similarly to the
complex cells introduced in previous chapters; in contrast, motion sensitive complex
cells respond to spatial orientation only in the presence of motion. Different response
functions are investigated to model the behaviour of these cells as a function of the
amplitude of the motion at a given orientation and scale, taking into account minimum
velocity requirements.
To validate the model and demonstrate its practical use, it is applied to build a novel
stereoscopic video quality metric. The metric is built by pooling both types of at-
tributes and performing a multi-variate regression on the pooled attributes. In the case
of the motion sensitive attributes, the level of motion in each video frame is taken into
account during pooling. The high dimensionality of the proposed HVS model poses
computational challenges in terms of extracting a robust regression model. To address
this, a tailored two-stage regression approach is proposed. In the first stage, the most
significant attributes are selected by performing a regression separately on the non-
motion sensitive and the motion sensitive attributes. In the second stage, a regression
is performed on the combined set of selected non-motion sensitive and motion sensitive
attributes thereby reducing dimensionality. A comparison against other state-of-the-art
stereoscopic video quality metrics including the Binocular Energy Video Quality Met-
rics (BEVQMs) in Chapter 4 validates the benefit of accounting for motion-sensitivity.
The chapter is organised as follows. Section 5.2 reviews information regarding motion
sensitive complex cells and how to model it. Finding a stereoscopic video quality metric
based on that model is discussed in Section 5.3. Section 5.4 presents the intermediate
and final outcomes of the proposed method with relevant discussions. Section 5.5
concludes the chapter.
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Response 
V < Threshold V > Threshold V  >> Threshold V  >>> Threshold V = 0 
Figure 5.1: Motion sensitivity of complex cells. From left to right velocity (V) increases
from zero to a saturation level
5.2 Motion sensitive HVS model
5.2.1 Motion sensitivity of the HVS
Direction of motion is one of the first of the motion features tested in physiological
experiments. Different types of complex cells are sensitive to different directions of
motion. This idea is illustrated in Fig. 5.1 and is an important consideration when
building models to mimic the motion sensitivity of the HVS. It has been observed that
there is a lower velocity threshold at which the HVS response starts and an upper
velocity threshold beyond which the response saturates.
Physiological studies have shown that motion sensitivity is orientation and spatial fre-
quency selective [3]. These are important considerations that will be at the centre of
the generalised complex cell architecture proposed in this chapter.
The motion response of the motion sensitive layer of complex cells is complex. One
aspect of this complexity relates to the fact that speed of motion is not directly related
to visual attention in video perception. After a certain threshold, the HVS has been
observed to be no longer sensitive to motion. Also a study has discovered that there
exist complex cells with different velocity response profiles [7]. These different types of
velocity responses are illustrated in Fig. 5.2.
According to [7], the velocity response of different complex cells can be classified into
three different types. The first type primarily responds as a low pass filter in velocity
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Figure 5.2: Different types of velocity responses of the HVS: low pass response (left),
high pass response (middle) and band pass response (right). Graphs are taken from
[7].
and only a small proportion of complex cells are known to behave in this manner. The
second type acts as a high pass filter in velocity and is the most common type of motion
sensitive complex cells found in the HVS. It is worth noting that the cut-off velocity
between these two types of filters does not occur at the same velocity threshold. The
third type acts as a band pass filter and shares a maximum velocity with the second
type. This type of complex cells is more common than the first type but less so than the
second type. The response to velocity in all three types of complex cells can be observed
to be approximately linear or uniform across the given range of operation. The study
in [7] indicates that the predominant velocity response of the HVS can be modelled as
a high pass filter with a linear slope or a sharp high pass filter with a uniform response
after a threshold velocity. This is the model that will be implemented and evaluated
in this chapter.
5.2.2 Overview of the model’s architecture
The proposed motion sensitive model aims to mimic the processing taking place in the
primary visual cortex (V1 area) by modelling the response of simple and complex cells.
The key contribution of the chapter is the introduction of a generalised complex cell
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Figure 5.3: Flow chart summarising the key processing stages in the computation of the
motion response maps. The output of each processing stage is shown on the bottom row
under its corresponding block. The motion response map illustrated in this example
was obtained using a binary response function.
architecture which is able to account for the behaviour of motion-sensitive complex
cells as well as non-motion sensitive complex cells. The model generalises the earlier
Extended Binocular Energy Model (EBEM) introduced in Chapter 4 by incorporating
motion response maps to modulate the output of complex cells according to perceived
motion. Motion response maps are computed for each perceptual channel by estimat-
ing the velocity seen by the channel and then applying a velocity response function
characteristic of the type of complex cell considered. Fig. 5.3 summarises the key pro-
cessing steps required to compute the motion response maps. This generalisation allows
a broad variety of motion sensitive complex cell behaviours to be modelled depending
on the choice of response function, while retaining the ability to model simpler non-
motion sensitive complex cell behaviour using a constant response function. The new
architecture leads to two different types of binocular energy outputs: one modelling the
non-motion sensitive response of complex cells (similar to that proposed in the previous
chapter), the other one modelling the response of motion sensitive complex cells. The
remainder of this section describes the key steps in the processing pipeline.
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5.2.3 Motion sensitive complex cell model
The proposed model generalises the earlier model in the previous chapters by introduc-
ing the motion response maps Hl(p, c) and Hr(p, c) characterising the motion response
at a pixel p for a given perceptual channel c in the left and right images respectively.
Hence, the following energy terms are defined:
ESUM(c) =
∑
p
sum(Hl(p, c)A
2
l (p, c),Hr(p, c)A
2
r (p, c)) (5.1)
EMAX(c) =
∑
p
max(Hl(p, c)A
2
l (p, c),Hr(p, c)A
2
r (p, c)) (5.2)
In these equations, the binocular energy for a given channel c is obtained by first
weighting the amplitude of the monocular signals in the left and right images using
their respective motion response maps at each pixel, and then summing the resulting
binocular energies contributed by each pixel p over the entire image. This allows
complex cells to respond selectively to a particular motion according to their motion
response function.
The motion response maps for the left and right images are defined respectively as
Hl(p, c) = h(Vl(p, c)) (5.3)
Hr(p, c) = h(Vr(p, c)) (5.4)
where Vl(p, c) and Vr(p, c) denote the velocity maps in the left and right images, and
h is the velocity response function of the type of complex cell considered.
The velocity maps Vl(p, c) and Vr(p, c) represent the amplitude of the motion at pixel
p for a given perceptual channel c in the left and right views respectively. This requires
a dense estimate of scene motion characterising the displacement at each pixel in the
pair of image frames. It should be noted that the amplitude of the motion at a given
pixel is dependent on the perceptual channel considered since it depends on both scale
and orientation. Velocity map estimation will be discussed in more detail in sub-section
5.2.4.
The motion response function h is specific to a given type of complex cell. In the case of
a non-motion sensitive complex cell, this is a constant function. In the case of a motion
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sensitive complex cell, this is a motion dependent function with profile depending on
the nature of the complex cell. The motion model considered in this chapter is based
on implementing a high-pass filter behaviour since previous research has identified this
type of behaviour as predominant [7]. The definition of the motion response function
and its effect will be discussed in more detail in sub-section 5.2.5.
A two layer architecture containing both motion-sensitive (characterised by a motion
response function hmotion) and non-motion sensitive (characterised by a constant mo-
tion response function hstill) complex cell models is considered in this chapter. The
binocular energy scores obtained for the different SUM and MAX operations and the
different perceptual channels can be concatenated into vectors Estill and Emotion in
the case of the non-motion sensitive and motion-sensitive complex cell models. To the
author’s knowledge, there is no physiological evidence to suggest what proportion of
complex cells response is related to motion. Hence both motion sensitive and non-
motion sensitive models are considered in equal proportion and the contribution of
different types of complex cells will be learnt later on together with the specific weights
of each attributes when building a metric. Hence, this results in a vector of binocular
energy scores with four times as many elements as the number of perceptual channels
considered (half of the binocular energy term relating to motion sensitive complex cells,
the other half being non-motion sensitive).
Similarly to the previous chapters, the proposed approach models the interactions be-
tween complex cell outputs using a Recurrent Excitation Model (REM) where the
output of one complex cell is modulated by the output of another complex cell ac-
cording to the physiological findings reported in [92]. In the proposed model, the two
layers do not converge until a common REM combines them using a regression model
to produce final binocular energy elements. This effectively generalises the previous
approach by allowing modulation across complex cells with different types of motion
response as well as complex cells with the same motion response. The remaining of
this section provides more detail on the velocity map estimation and the definition of
the velocity response function.
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5.2.4 Velocity map estimation
A per pixel measure of velocity for each perceptual channel c in both left and right
images is required in order to weight the contribution of each pixel when computing
the binocular energy scores in (5.1) and (5.2) and thereby represent the orientation
selectivity of motion sensitive complex cells. A two-stage approach is proposed to
efficiently compute the velocity maps.
Multi-scale optical flow estimation First, an optical flow algorithm is used to
estimate the left and right motion vectors ul(p, c) and ur(p, c) at each pixel p and for
each perceptual channel c. The dense optical flow algorithm proposed by Farneback
[102] is used in this chapter using both the previous and the next frame to estimate
the motion vectors at any given frame. Optical flow is calculated separately for the left
and right views. The perceived optical flow is dependent on the scale considered. For
example, optical flow induced by the motion of a high frequency texture may only be
visible at high resolution, disappearing when the texture becomes blurred at the lower
levels of resolution. Similarly, small scale motion may only be perceptible at the higher
resolution levels as its amplitude may be too small to generate a response at the lower
resolution levels. Hence a multi-scale approach is used to compute the optical flow
at each scale. To reduce computational complexity and improve the accuracy of the
motion vectors, optical flow is computed on the luminance channel only. Therefore, each
image requires only three optical flow computations at the different scales considered.
Optical flow estimation may be prone to inaccuracies in the presence of rapid scene
motion. To some extent, the proposed HVS architecture is resilient to such errors
as it does not require a very precise estimate of motion as long as the algorithm is
able to distinguish pixels associated with moving scene points from static scene points,
especially when using a binary response function as discussed in sub-section 5.2.5. Also,
summation over the image provides robustness by effectively eliminating isolated pixels
with inaccurate flow.
Multi-channel velocity estimation Second, the amount of motion in the left and
right images at each pixel p for a given perceptual channel c is calculated in order to
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define the velocity maps. These are both scale and orientation dependent. The multi-
channel image decomposition used in this research considers three different orientations
(horizontal, vertical and diagonal) at three scales and a low resolution residual. De-
noting by ec the unit vector corresponding to the orientation and scale used in the
perceptual channel c, the left and right velocity components at pixel p in channel c are
given by
Vl(p, c) = |ul(p, c) · ec| (5.5)
Vr(p, c) = |ur(p, c) · ec| (5.6)
in the case of the perceptual channels representing scale and orientation. This is illus-
trated in Fig. 5.4. For the last channel representing the low resolution residual, the
velocity components in the left and right images are given by
Vl(p, c) = ‖ul(p, c)‖ (5.7)
Vr(p, c) = ‖ur(p, c)‖ (5.8)
where ‖‖ is an l2 norm. The unit vectors ec, with respect to which motion is measured,
define the three orientations (horizontal, vertical and diagonal) and the three scales with
scale halved when moving from one level to the next. A total of only nine projections
and one magnitude are required to compute all the velocity components for a given
image. This avoids separate computation of the velocity components for the luminance
and chrominance channels which share the same velocity maps.
5.2.5 Velocity response function
The velocity response of a given type of complex cell is represented using the velocity
response function h. The proposed formulation is generic and versatile in that it is able
to model the behaviour of both non-motion sensitive and motion sensitive complex
cells including the various types of responses discussed in the literature. This chapter
considers the most common type of motion sensitive complex cells which are known to
behave as high pass filters. The exact profile of the response function for this type of
complex cell is unclear. Hence two different models are considered: a binary response
model and a linear response model as illustrated in Fig. 5.5.
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Figure 5.4: Illustration of the decomposition of the motion vectors ul(p, c) and ur(p, c)
into channel-dependent velocity components Vl(p, c) and Vr(p, c). For clarity, all indices
have been omitted in the figure. One example is provided for each orientation in the
decomposition.
The binary velocity response model uses a binary function hbin to reject pixels with
perceived velocity falling below a given threshold Vbin and accepts all other pixels with
equal weight. It is defined as follows:
hbin(V ) =

0 if V < Vbin
1 if V > Vbin
(5.9)
In contrast, the linear model uses a function hlin to reject pixels with small motion
while weighting linearly the contribution of pixels exceeding the minimum threshold
Vlin. It is defined as follows:
hlin(V ) =

0 if V < Vlin
V if V > Vlin
(5.10)
The binary response is a simple yet effective way of distinguishing moving scene points
from static ones with the merit of being resilient to inaccuracies in optical flow esti-
mation since it does not consider the exact amplitude of a given velocity component
as long as it exceeds the minimum threshold. The linear response function provides a
finer grain analysis by offering the ability to take into account the actual motion ampli-
tude when computing the binocular energy but may be more sensitive to inaccuracies
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Figure 5.5: Velocity response model. Left: Binary response function. Right: Linear
response function.
in optical flow estimation. Both models will be investigated to build the stereoscopic
video quality metrics in Section 5.4.
Both models require the use of a minimum motion threshold which must be appropri-
ately set. The threshold needs to be larger than the noise level present in the input
video and smaller than the level at which object motion becomes noticeable. This
threshold must also be able to mitigate any noise measured in velocity and to represent
the motion sensitivity’s lower threshold of the velocity response. In this chapter, a
common threshold of 3 pixels, measured at the resolution of the first decomposition
level (highest resolution image), was used for both models. The same threshold is used
at all decomposition levels since scale changes are accounted by appropriate changes
in the unit vectors ec with respect to which motion vectors are expressed. Further
discussion and analysis of the effect of the threshold and justification of the choice of
value is provided in Section 5.4.
5.3 Motion Sensitive Binocular Energy Quality Metric
(MSBEQM)
This section introduces two full-reference motion-sensitive stereoscopic video quality
metrics based on the generalised HVS model introduced in the previous section.
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Figure 5.6: System diagram of the proposed MSBEQM.
5.3.1 Normalised motion-sensitive attributes
Let us consider a given frame in a video sequence. The generalised HVS model can
be used to calculate two sets of attributes: Estill, which represents the behaviour of
non-motion sensitive complex cells and is obtained using a constant response function
hstill(V ) = 1 for any V , and Emotion, which represents the behaviour of motion sensitive
complex cells and is obtained using response function hmotion (two types of response
functions hbin and hlin are considered). These can be concatenated into a single vector
containing all energy terms E = [Estill;Emotion]. Similarly, the non-motion sensitive
and the motion sensitive attributes for the same frame reference stereoscopic pair can
be calculated and concatenated into a vector Eref with the same dimension as E. Eref
and E are then combined to compute a vector X = [Xstill,Xmotion] = [X1, X2, . . . , Xn]
of normalised attributes for the given frame and defined as given in Chapter 3 by:
X = (Eref −E)/(Eref +E) (5.11)
where the symbol / denotes an element-wise vector division.
Further, an additional vectorZ = [X1.X2, . . . , X1.Xn, X2.X3, . . . , X2.Xn, . . . , Xn−1.Xn]
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is introduced. This consists of the product of all pairs of normalised attributes in X
and is used to implement the REM which allows complex cells to mutually interact and
modulate their outputs. Unlike the previous work in which this effect was limited to
non-motion sensitive complex cells, this formulation allows different types of complex
cells to modulate their outputs.
For an N -level spatial frequency decomposition in the simple cell model, 3N+1 different
spatial frequency sub-bands are obtained considering 3 orientations as illustrated in Fig.
2.5. Separate analyses are carried out on the luminance (L*) and the two chrominance
channels (a* and b*), resulting in 2×3× (3N +1) attributes (half of them representing
SUM-like operations, while the other half modelling MAX-like operations). The pro-
posed model considers both motion sensitive and non-motion sensitive attributes thus
doubling the number of attributes and resulting in a total of n = 12 × (3N + 1). In
this research, N = 3 was used, as in Chapter 4, which results in a total of n = 120
attributes for the proposed MSBEQM (as opposed to 30 for the BEQM and 60 for the
EBEQM) for each frame. The increased dimensionality when considering each frame
poses a major challenge in terms of extracting a reliable model via regression. The re-
mainder of this section introduces a robust approach which makes use of dimensionality
reduction to build a metric.
5.3.2 Motion response weighted temporal pooling
The attributes for the different frames are combined via temporal pooling based on
Minkowski summation which was found to be the most effective in Chapter 4 in the
case of non-motion sensitive attributes. Unlike the approach proposed in Chapter
4, which equally weights the contribution of all frames, a motion response weighted
temporal pooling approach is proposed here.
The key idea is to measure the extent to which a particular type of motion is represented
within each frame and use this information to inform the choice of pooling weight. This
measure of motion at a given frame is referred to hereafter as the motion support.
More formally, the motion support at frame t for a given perceptual channel c is defined
as the number of pixels with non-zero motion response, that is the number of pixels p
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such that h(Vl(p, c)) > 0 in the case of the left view (and similarly in the case of the
right view).
Denoting the motion support by wh(t) , the sequence of values taken by the i
th objective
score over timeXi(t) with t = 1, . . . , f are pooled into a single motion-response weighted
objective score
Xi =
β
√√√√ 1
f
f∑
t=1
|Xi(t)wh(t)|β (5.12)
Here, β is the Minkowski parameter set to 0.66. This value was found to be optimal
in the case of the BEVQM and was observed to work well in the generalised model
proposed here.
wh(t) =
1∑f
t=1 nmp(t)
nmp(t) (5.13)
where nmp(t) denotes number of moving pixels in a frame.
This generalises the previous approach by allowing to take into account the motion
support at each frame for a particular type of motion response. It should be noted that
in the case of a non-motion sensitive complex cell, the generalised approach is equivalent
to the traditional temporal pooling approach since the number of pixels with non-zero
motion response is constant and equal to the total number of pixels.
5.3.3 Motion sensitive stereoscopic video quality metric
Having computed the normalised attributes and pooled them into attributes reflecting
both non-motion sensitive and motion sensitive complex cell behaviours, the next step
is to identify a relationship expressing the subjective score Y as a function of the
corresponding pooled attributes X and their recurrent variables Z. In Chapter 4,
only one type of attributes was used. However, in this chapter, there are two types
of attributes representing motion sensitivity and non-motion sensitivity. The resulting
increase in the number of attributes (120 in total) poses a challenge in identifying a
metric as this considerably increases run-time but also affects the convergence of the
regression technique. To address this challenge, a two-stage approach is proposed where
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regression is first performed separately on the non-motion sensitive and the motion
sensitive attributes to select the meaningful attributes for each type of the motion
response. In the second stage, regression is performed on the reduced set of attributes
which have been selected in the first stage. An overview of the approach is given in
Fig. 5.6.
5.3.3.1 Initial regression and attributes selection
First, two separate multi-variate regressions are performed to determine the relation-
ships predicting the subjective score from the non-motion and the motion sensitive
coefficients respectively:
Y = cstill + astillX
>
still + bstillZ
>
still (5.14)
Y = cmotion + amotionX
>
motion + bmotionZ
>
motion (5.15)
In these Equations, the vectors astill, bstill, amotion and bmotion and the constants cstill
and cmotion denote the regression coefficients for the two models. As the HVS model
requires cross relationships among objective outputs to meet the recurrent excitation
in the complex cells model, the recurrent attributes
Zstill = [X1.X2, . . . , X1.Xn
2
, X2.X3, . . . , X2.Xn
2
, . . . , Xn
2
−1.Xn
2
] and
Zmotion = [Xn
2
+1.Xn
2
+2, . . . , Xn
2
+1.Xn, Xn
2
+2.Xn
2
+3, . . . , Xn
2
+2.Xn, . . . , Xn−1.Xn] are re-
quired.
Due to the number of components in the analysis, a suppression technique is required
to remove terms which are not required to stabilise the regression model. Therefore,
stepwise linear regression is used over linear regression due to its ability to suppress
the least meaningful components from the analysis. The stepwise regression results in
models containing a relatively small number of non-zero coefficients (approximately 20
overall). Only these selected attributes will be considered in the final regression stage
thus significantly reducing the pool of attributes used in the final regression.
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5.3.3.2 Final regression on selected attributes
The final regression is performed by considering the selected attributes for each type
of motion. These are typically of significantly smaller size than the complete set of
attributes. The final multi-variate stepwise regression is performed to estimate the
following relationship as seen in Chapter 3
Y = c+ aX> + bZ> (5.16)
where the constant c and the vectors a and b are the regression parameters defining
the metric. All values in a and b corresponding to non-selected attributes are enforced
to be zero. The two-stage approach results in a metric with a significantly reduced
number of non-zero coefficients and a reduction in computation time by several orders
of magnitude compared to a classical single-stage approach which does not perform
objective score selection. Objective score selection and the obtained metrics will be
discussed in Section 5.4.
5.4 Results and Discussion
The proposed motion sensitive approach is evaluated using the publicly available NAMA3DS1-
CoSpaD1 dataset [6] and the ROMEO project dataset [101]. Both datasets consist
of stereoscopic video sequences with additional information on associated subjective
scores. Sample images from the different sequences from each dataset are shown in Fig.
4.8 and Fig. 4.9. The characteristics of these datasets are summarised in Table 4.1.
The evaluation is performed in two stages. First, the effects of the different approaches
to model motion sensitivity and perform regression are evaluated and discussed. Then,
two motion sensitive binocular energy video quality metrics are built and evaluated
against existing metrics to validate the importance of accounting for motion sensitivity.
5.4.1 Evaluation of the effects of motion sensitivity
Different approaches have been proposed to model motion sensitivity depending on
the motion model used and the regression approach performed on the combined set of
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Table 5.1: Size and average computation time for the different regression methods
Regression method Number of non-zero regression coefficients Average computation time (s)
Single-stage regression 41 (binary), 43 (linear) 2354.11 (binary), 2468.94(linear)
Two-stage regression
Stage 1 22 (binary), 23 (linear) 13.97 (binary), 14.75 (linear)
Stage 2 8 (binary), 7 (linear) 4.77 (binary), 3.37 (linear)
attributes. This results in four possible combinations of methods. To better understand
the effects of the different attributes, the models built from purely non-motion sensitive
and purely motion-sensitive attributes are also evaluated. The following seven models
are therefore considered:
• NoMo: Regression on only the non-motion sensitive attributes (similar to the
EBEQM),
• MoBin: Regression on only the motion sensitive attributes with binary response
function,
• MoLin: Same as above with linear response function,
• ComBin: Single-stage regression on combined non-motion sensitive and the mo-
tion sensitive attributes with binary response function,
• ComLin: Same as above with linear response function,
• SelBin: Two-stage regression on combined non-motion sensitive and the motion
sensitive attributes with binary response function,
• SelLin: Same as above with linear response function.
These approaches are evaluated on the combined NAMA3DS1-CoSpaD1 and ROMEO
datasets in a leave-one-out fashion where each sequence is excluded in turn and used
for testing purposes while the other sequences are used for training. Performance is
assessed by calculating the Pearsons linear correlation coefficient between the predicted
scores and the subjective scores over the entire set of test sequences.
To understand the effect of the choice of threshold value used in the motion response
function and to select an optimal value, the performance of the MoBin and MoLin
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Figure 5.7: Effect of the threshold on correlation in the case of the different response
models.
methods was measured for different threshold values ranging from 1 to 10 pixels. For
each value, the correlation of attributes to the subjective scores is used to measure the
ability of the response function to predict quality of experience based on motion alone.
The results, shown in Fig. 5.7, indicate that a threshold of 3 pixel is optimal for both
types of response functions. This value was used in the rest of the chapter.
Next, the performance of the different methods considered is discussed. The perfor-
mance of each method is shown in Fig. 5.8. Considering first the effect of the motion
response function, one can observe that the binary motion response model consistently
outperforms the linear model. The binary motion sensitive attributes considered on
their own appear to be better predictors than their linear counterpart as well as the
non-motion sensitive attributes as can be seen when comparing the performance of
MoBin against MoLin and NoMo. This suggests that they are the most important
type of attributes. When combined with non-motion sensitive attributes, the binary
model remains a better predictor than the linear model, although the difference between
the two becomes marginal. As for the effect of the regression method, it can be ob-
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Q0 Q1 Median Q3 Q4 Q0 Q1-Median Q2-Q1
0.8131 0.851925 0.9222 0.9544 0.9882 0.8131 0.0388 0.0703
0.6985154 0.8757786 0.9331042 0.968458 0.9881584 0.6985 0.1773 0.0573
0.6975014 0.7843765 0.8406586 0.891778 0.9657489 0.6975 0.0869 0.0563
0.6899775 0.846679 0.8770201 0.931197 0.9818707 0.6900 0.1567 0.0303
0.6902911 0.8335586 0.8757152 0.938147 0.9891967 0.6903 0.1433 0.0422
0.7577571 0.9032151 0.9401575 0.971487 0.9928129 0.7578 0.1455 0.0369
0.7554597 0.872055 0.939533 0.968461 0.9953363 0.7555 0.1166 0.0675
Median 0.9222 0.9331 0.8407 0.8770 0.8757 0.9402 0.9395
Mean 0.9052 0.9137 0.8385 0.8728 0.8713 0.9238 0.9207
Stdv 0.0592 0.0764 0.0782 0.0643 0.0796 0.0643 0.0641
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Figure 5.8: Box and whisker plot showing minimum, first quartile, mean, median, third
quartile and maximum correlation for the different models considered.
served that the two-stage approach significantly improves performance compared to the
single-stage approach for both types of response functions. This can be attributed to
improved convergence resulting from objective score selection. The detrimental effects
of high dimensionality are evidenced by the poor performance of the single-stage re-
gression approaches (ComBin and ComLin) which perform poorer than the non-motion
sensitive model alone (NoMo).
Finally, Table 5.1 provides some information on the size of the models that are built by
the two regression approaches together with their computational time. The single-stage
regression approach performs regression over 120 attributes which results in models with
large numbers of attributes (over 40) and slow convergence. In contrast, the two-stage
approach enables selection of only a small number of coefficients (about 20) in the first
stage which translates into significantly smaller final models (less than 10 coefficients)
and reduces computation time by two orders of magnitude.
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Overall, the models using either a binary or a linear response function with a two-stage
selective regression method are the top performers. They are therefore the methods of
choice that will be used in the next sub-section to build the metrics.
5.4.2 Metric construction and evaluation
To build the metrics and evaluate their performance, the NAMA3DS1-CoSpaD1 dataset
[6] is used for training and validation, while the ROMEO dataset is used for testing.
This ensures that there is no overlap between training and testing dataset and enables
evaluation under challenging conditions since the scenes differ considerably between
the two datasets. The NAMA3DS1-CoSpaD1 dataset is split into a training set (9
sequences) and a validation set (1 sequence) to build different models. The model with
the best performance on the validation set is used to build the metric which is evaluated
by calculating the Pearsons linear correlation coefficient between the predicted scores
and the subjective scores over the testing dataset.
The metric performance is tested against the previously developed stereoscopic video
quality metrics proposed in [70] and Chapter 4. Further, the proposed motion sensitive
metric has two variants depending on whether a binary or a linear response function is
used. The following metrics are evaluated:
• StSD: this metric is based on structural distortion, asymmetric blur and content
complexity [70],
• BEVQMµ: this metric is based on a non-motion sensitive HVS model with
temporal pooling using averaging (Chapter 4),
• BEVQMβ: same as above with temporal pooling using Minkowski summation
(Chapter 4),
• STBEQM: this metric is proposed in Chapter 4 using a spatio-temporal analysis,
• MSBEQMbin: this metric is based on the proposed motion-sensitive HVS model
with a binary response function and two-stage regression,
• MSBEQMlin: same as above with a linear response function.
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Figure 5.9: Performance of proposed metrics against state-of-the-art metrics.
The results obtained for the different metrics are shown in Fig. 5.9. The two vari-
ants of the proposed MSBEQM metric outperform the other approaches with the two
variants of the BEVQM coming in the third and fourth positions on average results.
However STBEQM generally performs better than variants of BEVQM despite being
fifth position on average results. Finally the StSD metric, which is not based on an
HVS model, shows the worst correlation performance. The results confirm the impor-
tance of modelling the motion sensitivity of the HVS when devising a stereoscopic video
quality metric. The two variants of the MSBEQM perform similarly with MSBEQMbin
achieving an average correlation of 0.9272 and MSBEQMlin achieving a correlation of
0.9270. This is in agreement with the results shown in the previous sub-section which
suggested that the two models have similar performance.
The coefficients for the MSBEQMbin and MSBEQMlin are given in Table 5.2. The
coefficient indices in the range [1,60] refer to non-motion sensitive coefficients, while
indices in the range [61,120] refer to motion sensitive coefficients. It can be observed
that the MSBEQMbin and MSBEQMlin present some similarities in terms of coefficients
that are selected with, in particular, the third motion sensitive objective score playing
the most significant role in both models.
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Table 5.2: Complete list of coefficients for the MSBEQMbin and MSBEQMlin. All
coefficients are sorted in order of decreasing importance based on their pValue.
MSBEQMbin MSBEQMlin
Coeff. Estimate SE pValue Coeff. Estimate SE pValue
c 4.348 0.12 0 c 3.927 0.10 0
a63 -2.571 0.62 6.3E-5 a63 -1.740 0.41 3.9E-5
b3,63 -1.890 0.52 4.2E-4 a3 -1.608 0.42 1.8E-4
a117 1.169 0.32 4.4E-4 a114 1.336 0.39 9.3E-4
a13 -1.137 0.33 9.0E-4 b3,114 -2.030 0.84 1.2E-2
a92 1.764 0.56 2.1E-3
a89 -0.567 0.25 2.4E-2
a3 -0.621 0.46 1.8E-1
5.5 Conclusion
This chapter has proposed a motion sensitive HVS model by applying physiological
observations. A number of parameters were required for building the model and they
have been determined experimentally in this chapter. Based on the model outputs, a
number of methods have been defined towards finding a quality metric. The final HVS
model consists of two layers for the motion-sensitive information and the non-motion
sensitive information. Different combination methods have been proposed for regression
analysis of the attributes from two layers. A selective combination method is chosen for
the proposed metric due to lesser computational complexity. The final metric has two
variations (MSBEQMbin, MSBEQMlin) with similar correlation performances based on
binary motion maps and linear motions maps respectively. A final comparison of the
two versions of the proposed metric was performed with the BEVQM metric where
only non-motion sensitive attributes were used. Better performance with the proposed
metrics justifies the introduction of motion sensitivity to EBEM. The proposed metrics
have shown accurate and consistent results. Moreover these results stand out from the
state-of-the-art metrics in average correlation to subjective scores.
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6.1 Conclusions
This thesis has presented a set of accurate and robust stereoscopic image and video
quality metrics based on novel HVS models. The research work has resulted in a number
of contributions to the field of stereoscopic image and video quality assessment. These
contributions have been presented in the core chapters of the thesis with at least one
contribution in each chapter.
6.1.1 First core chapter
The first major contribution is the introduction of a novel HVS model (i.e., EBEM)
that incorporates important physiological phenomena occurring in complex cells which
have not been exploited in the literature. These phenomena include a MAX-like oper-
ation, representing binocular suppression, and recurrent excitation, characterising the
interactions occurring between complex cell outputs. The proposed HVS model is a
generalised version of the existing BEM with a novel complex cell model. Furthermore,
an experimental evaluation has validated the importance of modelling both binocular
suppression and recurrent excitation in the HVS model.
The second contribution is a novel stereoscopic image quality metric (i.e., EBEQM)
calculated via multi-variate regression on the attributes defined by the proposed HVS
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model (i.e., EBEM). This extends the existing BEQM by introducing a more complex
relationship between attributes and subjective scores. The proposed metric is evaluated
using four publicly available stereoscopic image databases and shown to outperform the
BEQM and other state-of-the-art metrics. The results of the evaluations demonstrate
the robustness and accuracy of the proposed approaches to build a stereoscopic image
quality metric.
6.1.2 Second core chapter
The third contribution is an extension of the EBEQM to the time domain based on
temporal pooling of EBEM attributes. The proposed approach differs from the existing
temporal pooling methods which traditionally pool image quality metric scores rather
than attributes.
Two new metrics are proposed depending on the requirements on accuracy and com-
putational complexity. BEVQMµ is the simplest in terms of computational complexity
while BEVQMβ is the most accurate in correlation to subjective scores. The two pro-
posed metrics are evaluated using two stereoscopic video datasets.
The fourth contribution is a spatio-temporal HVS model to account for time-domain
information in stereoscopic videos. 3D transformations are used in building the new
HVS model. Different dimensionality reduction levels were introduced to the regression
model to mitigate the high dimensionality of attributes produced by the spatio-temporal
HVS model (i.e., STBEM). A stereoscopic video quality metric (i.e., STBEQM) is pro-
posed using the STBEM and evaluated similarly. The inclusion of 3D transformations
in building a HVS model for stereoscopic temporal perception represents a new direction
in time domain extensions of stereoscopic image quality metrics.
6.1.3 Third core chapter
The fifth contribution is a novel motion-sensitive HVS model which incorporates addi-
tional physiological observations pertaining to the motion sensitivity of complex cells
into the EBEM.
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The resulting HVS model (i.e., MSBEM) consists of two layers representing motion-
sensitive information and non-motion sensitive information. Different combination
methods have been proposed for regression analysis of attributes from two layers. A
selective combination method is chosen for the proposed metric. The final metric has
two variations (i.e., MSBEQMbin, MSBEQMlin) with similar performance based on
binary motion maps and linear motions maps respectively. A final comparison of the
proposed metrics against the BEVQM metric was conducted to justify the introduction
of motion sensitivity to EBEM. The proposed metrics have shown very accurate and
consistent results.
6.1.4 Overall conclusion
The research made several achievements in the field of stereoscopic image and video
quality assessment. The first achievement relates to modelling binocular vision of the
HVS for the purpose of objective evaluation of the quality of stereoscopic content. Un-
like traditional quality metrics, the proposed approach is completely inspired by human
perception. This represents a radical shift in stereoscopic content quality assessment
compared to traditional approaches based on the extension of 2D quality metrics.
The second achievement of this research is the use of multi-variate regression. A very
high complexity is expected with the proposed advanced HVS models. Hence produc-
ing a direct relationship between attributes of those models and subjective scores is
challenging without a strong statistical tool. Addressing this limitation of the regres-
sion technique therefore required the use of dimensionality reduction in the fourth and
fifth contributions of the research. However, this dimensionality reduction cannot ex-
clude any of the physiological observation in the HVS model. Hence, dimensionality
reduction of STBEM and MSBEM was achieved by not discarding any of the objective
information. The final point relates to the evolution of this particular research. This
started with the objective of finding a HVS inspired stereoscopic image quality metric.
After accomplishing this objective, the new challenge was to extend the initial finding
towards a stereoscopic video quality metric. The first idea of time extension formed
the basis of the final solution which considers additional motion sensitivity. Hence this
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research work resulted in a well integrated family of stereoscopic content quality metrics
inspired by the HVS and with increasing levels of complexity.
6.2 Future Work
This section describes the challenges, which remain to be addressed in stereoscopic
image and video quality assessment and outlines the author’s view on the future of
stereoscopy. This research work is likely to influence the development of new standards
in stereoscopic image and video quality assessment.
This research work has produced more than one stereoscopic video quality metric. With
additional time it would be possible to acquire more extensive datasets of subjective
experiments which would provide the additional data to train, validate and test regres-
sion models to be standardised. In this way, BEVQMβ or BEVQMµ may become a
single metric through analysis of a very large data set of stereoscopic videos. Further,
these subjective experiments would contribute towards future research in the field by
the scientific community.
Similarly with MSBEQMbin and MSBEQMlin, a unification would be possible with the
wider availability of subjective data for stereoscopic videos. On the other hand, ad-
vancements in physiological experiments on the HVS may contribute to future avenues
of this research. For instance, more detail on what proportion of complex cells exhibit
motion sensitivity would help to increase the accuracy of MSBEM. Moreover, complex
cells with different motion sensitivity responses such as low pass filter and band pass
filter velocity responses could increase the accuracy of MSBEM. Further, the possibility
to incorporate physiological findings corresponding to other parts of the brain beyond
the V1 area can be considered as future work.
In the literature, stereoscopic image and video quality assessment was performed on
specific artefacts. Hence producing stereoscopic image and video quality metrics inde-
pendent from artefacts is very much required. During the scope of this thesis, com-
pression artefacts are mainly considered along with white noise and fading. However
these artefacts mainly cover the processing stage of the 3D multimedia networks. Hence
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further stereoscopic content is required with artefacts from different stages of content
delivery. A diverse set of subjective experiments with stimuli of various stereoscopic
artefacts is required to improve the robustness of the proposed quality metrics in this
thesis. For instance artefacts from the transmission stage would be challenging. Pro-
ducing such artefacts for subjective experiments would require a very good control in
order to build models for different sources of artefacts in transmission.
An interesting avenue for research would be to extend the analysis to include a broader
range of artefacts affecting stereoscopic content. For this analysis, an extensive amount
of stereoscopic stimuli with different artefacts are required. In this way, different arte-
facts can be identified and different models for each artefact can be applied in finding
objective measures. Further, different kinds of metrics for different artefacts may be
able to be unified into a single metric. However, identification of artefacts in a given
stereoscopic stimulus is a challenging research problem.
Moreover, there is a scope for future research on how to apply this research work in
the stereoscopic content delivery process. Applications of a quality assessment metric
in stereoscopic content can be primarily based on compression. In order to get objec-
tive estimates of stereo content, the computational complexity of the proposed HVS
models is crucial for real-time processes. Hence further research is required to optimize
the computational complexity of the proposed algorithms. The main computational
element to calculate the required attributes are the analytical functions for wavelet
and bandelet transformations. Core computational research may be required to build
computationally effective algorithms implementing complex mathematical concepts in
wavelet and bandelet transformations.
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